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CONCERT SERIES
Murray Tigers'Wii 0110r
ANNOUNCED FOR
Gleason High In Opener MURRAY STATE
Murray Swami
,
* *bine-CDR*
t4°Ir
Tennesseans By
Operating
32-6 Score

Lynn Grove FFA Dairy Cattle Judging
Team Wni sHigh Rating at State Fair

TRAINING SCHOOL
USES 50 PRACTICE
TEACHERS

L&T Subscription Contest
, To Close 6 e. Satan*:
ot Box Miceli 1
W.M.Slayden
Given Promotion In PeojSving
Bank

Six outstanding concert attracscliteltifed at Murtion's have hetTh ,
ray State College for the 1841-42
school year, according to Prof.
Price Doyle, head of the fine arts
department.
1. On October 25, at 7:30 p. m.,
a group of 15 instrumentalists, the
Farbman Symphonietta, under the
direction of Mr. Fartarnan who is
concert-master of the
assistant
Wallenstain Symphony, will appear in the college auditorium.
2. On December 15, Donald
Gage, tenor, is scheduled for a
concert Mr. Gage has experience
in the fields of opera, festival,
radio and concert. He Is a soloist'
with the Handel and Haydn Society, Boston; "Messiah", University of Vermont, University of Boston; "Pinafore", "lolanthe", "Carmen". and "Samson". Mr. Gage
received his training at the University of Vermont, the New EngClevelang
Conservatory, the
land Conservatory and FOntainebleau in Paris.
young
Richner,
3. Thomas
- reticali pianist, and winner of
Aits
the McDowell Club award in 1935,
and the Walter W. Naumberg
Musical Foundation in 1940, will
appear In a .concert on anuary 16.
several
He has appeared with
Mr. Gage
symphony orchestras
attended the University of_ West
Virginia and has studied in New
York.
4. The MaArigalists, a group of
seven singers performing the music
of the Renaissance and of Elizabetban England, will be at the
Murray State College auditorium
het
on "February fl: -ma
made a number of recordings and
has travelled extensively.
5 On March 18, at 8:15, James
de la Fuente, violinist, will give a
concert. Born in New York, he
spent his early years in Atlanta
and started his concert career
whet; he was 11 years old. Mr de
la Fuente has been nine times winner of the National Federation of
Musk Clubs Contest and also won
a contest sponsored by RCA for
an outstanding recording by Young
Attlaim
8. The Edwin Strievrieidna
let, a group of 10 dancers, will
close the series on April 13. They
have appeared with the New York
the
Philharmonic,
Philadelphia
Symphony, the Metropolitan Opera
Company, and other outstanding
organizations

Sue_
Opening Ita-fall4tar
tember 15 with a total enrollment
of 353 students, the Murray State
College Training School is now in
-- -full swing with over 50 practice
Lieutenant Wm. M. Slayden, a
teachers enrolled in addition to the
Calloway County farmers can.
regular faculty, according to Prof. former resident of Murray and
again this year. order agricultutal
The Ledger & Times subscripCarmon Graham, Training School head of the local Property ManDisplaying excellent early season limestone and have it delivered to
close
agement Office of the Tennessee tion contest will come to a
principal.
power. the Murray High School their farm without cash expendim. Saturday. September
has just been.
Tigers defeated the Gleason. Tenn., ture. The recently organized "Cal-"Although the fall enrollment is Valley Authority,
The winner, or the one finby the War Departhigh school eleven, coached by Joe loway Lime Cooperative, Inc." has
not as large as that of last year designated
Officer of ' hing with the largest number oil
Brown. here Friday night by the completed contract with the AAA.
(409), the students are well distrib- ment as Commanding
Detachment of Intelligence votes will" be awarded $30000. The
score of 32-11.
uted throughout _the grades and the
TVA, and Carlin Riley, trucker, to
one having the second highest vote
far-.the Washingto0,-.D.
Polieswe are expecting- a good year for
The Tigers' first appearance for furnish farmers their lime on a
re will receive 450.00; thira.
area..
the
Mr.
the Training School", said
the HMI season was well received grant of aid basis. Through
e
$50 and fourth $25.00.
in
resided
Slayden
Lieutenant
limethe
aid
of
procedure
grant
Graham.
by a large crowd. The backfield,
On the eve of the close of thls
a
owns
.still
he
where
the
furri,ished
in
is
farmer
stone
MureV,.
of
Williams. Buchanes,
composed
The Training School opened on
big event-the Ledger arTlates X.
Polly and Fenton, clicked smoothly much the same way that AAA
September 15 in order to be ready homer for three' years-prior tn his tends thanks to every Candidata
and the blocking was very good. phosphate has been and is being
for the student teachers when they being ordered to active duty with who tmo participated in the camScoring was distributed through- furnished. By this arrangement
began their work, and also in or- the Army in the Office of the paign.
.
out the backfield with Williams farmers who do not have cash ader to be in session the required Assistant Chief of Staff, G-2, War
not
those
lime,
and
buy
to
vailable
The whole thought on the pail
making two touchdowns, Polly two
number of days for a member of Department, Washington, D. C
and Buchanan one. Fenton dis- vriahin_e_te use up opeeting capital,
the Southern Association of Col- on December 20, 1940. As a result of the management has been ea
fairly,
campaign
the
of his neworders, Lt. Slayden will conduct
blocking form can blacirig their order at the
played excellent
leges and Secondary Schools.. •
have charge of all- Military Intelli- squarely and honestly in every deand also called a good game at AAA office, have their lime deThe Training School athletic gence
the
of
lime
coet
and
the
livered
Investigations in the 'Wash- tail. That this effort has been ap.
quarter
Members of the team and their'sponsor. Left to right: coach, Clifton -lihurman, is on
and the delivery charges will be
area, and .1111 be directly preciated by the participants is
Murray chalked up 16 first downs paid by the AAA.
James Rogers, Brent Manning, Tommy Starks. Standing leave of absence at Vanderbilt ington
responsible to thr Commanding evident ftom the remarks of all
to Gleason's 7.
mathematics
teaching
is the sponsor of the team, C. M. Scarbrough, vocational University
The ,dedu6tion rate against the
General of the III Corps Area for the hustlers these last closing
and working toward his Doctor's
According to school officials, the soil building payment due the farm,
the administration and discipline hours. The Ledger & Times ;ppre.
agricultural teacher in the Lynn Grove High School.
degree and will not be in charge
Murray-Gleason genii drew the for lime thus secured I, $2.06 per
of the Detachment of Intelligence ciates this, feeling even more than
this
School
athletics
of
Training
to
elect
largest opening game crowd in ton; while at the same time each
to,
their
sponsor
and
boys
Grove
Lynn
the
of
The members
Police consisting of approximately the many hundreds of subscribers
many years.
High school dairy cattle judging train a dairy cattle judgirrg team. fall.
ton of lime spread is given a $2
two corbmlssioned officers and 25 that have been added to the list.
The Lynn Grove team was com"The athletic phase Will be well non-corpmissioned officers in the
team, accompanied by the sponOutstanding for Gleason were credit in earning the soil building
Courage and downright hustle
sor, took a trip to the Kentucky posed of Brent Manning. son of taken care of, however", stated grade of sergeant.
Maddox at the quarterback poet. payment up to the maximum soil
are the two main things to obManning,
W.
Mrs. C.
Mr. Graham, "and some well-trainTaylor at left end. 'Brawner at building payment due the !akin.
State Fair at Louisville .September Mr. and
serve. Votes are the only things
len.. Rogers, son of Mr. ed individual will be found to
right half and Wilke* at left tackle. This year's deduction of $2.05 is
12 to compete in the FFA live- James
that will win the big prizes and
James
and
Rogers
Allen
Mrs.
and
are
which
take the place of Mr. Thurman."
stock judging contests
all candidates are taking it upon
Gleason lost the toss and Mur- 47 cents below that of last year.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
son
Stark,
Thomas
pay
fair.
to
be
annual
there
wishing
the
would
in
that
also
farmers
However,
stated
He
event
a major
themselves to annex just as many
ray chose to receive with Glea,the boys are a basketball team.
of
All
Stark.
it
D.
A_
truck
look
and
state
lime
for
the
their
cash
over
all
from
Boys
votes as possible between now and
son defending the north goal.
themselves may continue to do so.
forward to this event and much seniors in Lynn Grove High this
the closing hours at 6 p..m. Satur.
Mrs R. A. Johnston will teach
Williams took the kickoff on his
boys
Orders for better than 2,300 tons
enthusiasm is shown by the agri- year and like most farm
mathematics and science in the
_
own 23 and returned it the 40.
of time have been placed with the
culture teachers in training their all have had practical
junior and senior high school durIn order to win. centestants rritist
on
e
their
cattle
dairy
for
Merrayatooffensiv
caring
in
by
opened
AAA.
Delivery
date
to
Polly
Co-op
team, for the various judging coning Mr. Thurman's absence. She
put teeth their utmost effort. AU
---'play bydriving -off •tackle for tee on these•orderu•tterted -September
ThIs_Praelleiti.kilqw- received*
-degree- tens- - Murray,
subscriptions with money to cover
yards; Buchanan split the line for 24. A minimum of 500 tons will
Each FFA chapter is allowed to ledge of dairy ciliate and the know- State College and has attended Inrlasnesse'
The Murray High SciVi
10 yards and 'a first down. Buc- be moved each week until all curenter one team composed of three ledge gained from a short judging diana University.
night. The
will oppose the Dawson Springs 6 o'clock Saturday
hanan passed to Pony for 5 yards. rent orders are delivered. Those
boys in one of three classes: dairy training period was not forgotten
promptly at
Other changes in the Training
closes
cmpaign
Gleason called time out. On the farmers planning to use lime this
cattle judging, general livestock by the boys when they met the School faculty for this semester eleven here Friday night at 7:45
High
School' o'clock. Ballot box located in the
the
Murray
next play Gleason was offside and fall should place their orders imjudging, Of poultry judging. Vari- keen competition from all over the include the addition of Miss Ethe- in
Peoples Savings Bank.
drew • 5-yard penalty In a spec- mediately through AAA or directous worthwhile prizes and rib- state. There were 91 teams en- lyn Johnston as fifth grade critic stadium.
AU subscriptions deposited in the.
tacular dash Williams placed the ly with the Co-op.
Coach Holland's Tigers pulled
bons are awarded to winning teanu tered in this particular contest and teacher and Mrs. G C. Ashcraft
ball on Gleason's 5-yard marker
In each class and the winning when the contest was over, the as temporary second grade teacher out of the Gleason wee in fine sealed ballot box must be accomratings
at present has no panied by. cash or money order for
and then took it over on • straight
team from each class represents papers scored, and official
during the illness of Miss Brock, condition and
buck for the marker. Score. Murthe Kentucky FFA in a national made, the figures showed that the who is expected to be back within injuries of a serious nature to re- full amount to cover. No personal
checks for more than $10.00 will be
ray 6, Gleason 0. Williams' kick
port.
livestock judging contest of simi- Lynn Grove boys had tied for a few days.
accepted- This rule is made in
was rood for the extra point and
lar character which is held In third place in the contest. This is
a
than
more
perhaps
With
replaces
Miss Johnston, who
• 'good rating for any team and
fairness to all Candidates and WM
Kansas City.
the score read Murray 7.
passing thought on the Mayfield
As each school is allowed only the boys should be given due credit Mrs. 0. M. Bertram in the fifth game which will follow the Daw- be strictly adhered to.
Receiving Me kickoff. Gleason
•i
her
AB
degree
grade,
received
-'•
one entry in the contest It is tbe for their fine record for themtried the line twice and then kickson encaunter, teaches Holland
*Iola practical "regain 'of choosing gelves and for their whoa: •' ?rem Western 'Kentucky -Teach. and Russell lost no time this week
ed to Polly who returned the'bell
This is only one of the many erg College and her MA degree
a team to particiPate in the liveiSer "Murray Tigers". Pogo .4)
in ironing out flaws and errors of
stock class in which there is most fine advantages which the PTA or- from Peabody College. She comes the first game. However. accord"II* First District Education Asinterest in the community and ganization offers to rural boys and to the Training School from Parks- ing to Coach iloiland.."we play one
consequently better facilities for these young men of today shall be dale, Miss,
sociation. with a membership of
game at a time- and when we get
Prof. W. J. Caplinger will be in
training the team in addition to our agricultural leaders of tomorthrough with the Dawson affair
1345 teachers and school execupresenting the best opportunities row. Let us all join these fine charge of the second chapel pro- we wilt begin our work for the
tives in 13 West Kentucky counfor some practical vocational ed- boys in an effort to make this gram of the Training School this annual Cardinal clash which will
ties, will hold fit annual meeting
ucation. Many of the members of community and world a better semester, which is scheduled for be played at Mayfield this year."
-- Mrs. Sarah Jane Neale, 92. died at Murray State College Friday,
the Lynn Grove chapter of FFA place in which to live, and like the Monday morning. September 29, at
Especial attention was given to
The Murray State ThnroughSunday at the home of her daugh- October 10. Secretary M. 0. Wrath.
boys let us say: "Onward and Up- 830 At its first chapel on Sepconnection
in
animals
dairy
own
the line this week because of the breda... opening the 1941 football
ter, Mrs. D E. Booker. in Kevil. Cr announced today.
with their farm practice program', ward Futures Farmers of Ameri- tember 15 Elder C. L. Francis was fact that the line as a whole did season uncles a new coach, woo
Mrs. Neale fell and injured her hip
of
in
the
and
the
ca."
devotional
charge
for
Lone
logical
of
only
principal
was
it
Maddox,
and
C.
J
renot charge as well as Line Coach an easy victory over their non.
sometime ago and never fully
A. B. Austin spoke to the stuHigh School, is president of
And 'de- conference
Culver.
opponents,
Russell had expected.
covered. Complications set in, caus- Oak
dents.'
McDonald,
the IDEA and Roy
fensive drills were shot at the vars- Stockton, to a tune of 48-7 al
ing her death.
High,
County
Trigg
of
-"The Training School offers three ity line to perfect a smoother at- Carlisle Cutchin Stadium SeptemFuneral services were held Mon- principal
Directors are
vice-president.
curricula to its students", stated tack.
ber 22.
day afternoon at Kevil with Rev. is
superintendent
Blackburn.
Edward
Mr.
Graham. "They are the classiPresident James If Richmond anBurnett and Rev Davis officiating.
huge
The Tigers pleased the
The one-sided victory success0.
J.
Schools,
County
of
Caldwell
the
vocathe
and
scientific
cal,
cemetery,
Smith
Burial was in the
Mrs. Orphie J. White. 79, a resi- tional in agriculture and home opening night crowd with their fully launched Jim Moore in hits
Fulton nounced six changes in the faculty
who died at his
of
32,
Rose,
Lois
superintendent
Lewis.
Count".
Calloway
in
near Hardin.
Filbeck, prin- of Murray State College for the home on North 12th Street Tues- dent of Route 2, Hazel, was laid to economics. We have an excellent vim and snap and they went into new positiori is head coach at MurShe was a member of the Hardin City. Schools; Zdd
and oat of the huddle and their ray State. From the opening gun
and , W. H. 1041 fall semester.
Methodist Church and lived in cipal of Murray High.
day afternoon after' an Illness of rest at Liberty Wednesday after- commercial department and music driving style of offensive play.
the Moore gridders were in comBaldree, superintendent of Groves
and art also play important parts
Hardin many years.
Lyme.
Fehrer,
Miss
Catherine
early
away
passed
having
several months, was buried at Almo noon,
Jetton. prinThe Murray High School band, plete command of the game in
in the opportunities given our stuShe is survived by two daughters, County High. W. C.
and
teach
will
Conn,
French
Paacclaimed by many as the best in which nearly all of Murray's squid
Funeral Tuesday after suffering a stroke at dents."'
afternoon.
Wednesday
•
Mrs. Booker and Mrs. Carrie D. cipal of Tilghman High School.
the history of the school, will again saw action.
Spanish Miss Fehrer received her services were held at the First her home near Hazel.
Surd. of Albuquerque. N. M., and ducah, is KEA director.
their regular
In addition to
perform at, the half with their,
The tentative program as out- A. B. degree from Varier College
Murray scared three throes kb
health
ill
in
been
had
White
Mrs.
one son, E. B Neale. of Arkansas.
of
the
the
faculty
teaching duties,
Baptist Church of Murray with
complicated and intricate maneu,
lined by Mr. Wrether includes the
quarter and added anA from Bryn Mawr the Rev. Sant P. Martin conduct- for some time, and although the Training School are sponsoring vex-s. Members haVe been added the first
M
her
and
following:
marker in the second to
other
a
as
end was expected, it came
this
The
semester
three
projects
ing.
College. She also has completed and
shock to many who had known first of these consists of making to the band until a full instrumen- lead 28-0 at half time. At the
Friday Morning, October 10
tation has been completed. The
Mr. Rose is survived by his her for many years.
will receive the degree of Doctor
the second half it was
special provision for children to band, according to Director Inglis, start of
9 A. U.
Rose:
Rowland
again the Thoroughbreds who led
of Philosophy from Bryn Mawr widow. Mrs. Evelyn
She is survived by her husband, learn and practice the democratic
Jean;
and
of
full
reshare
its
Barbara
Music by the college band.
assuming
daughters,
is
two
the way: by scoring twice in the
Doran, College. Miss Fehrer has studied a son. Buddy; his father, G. T. J. N. White; two daughters, Miss way of living within the school sponsibility to make Murray High third peribd and the final points
Adron
by
Invocation
Hazel, and Mrs. and in giving opportunity for the
extensively in Europe 'Thisis the Rose and one brother, Miller Rose, Connie White, of
of
the
schools
principal of Wingo High.
among
outstanding
were added in the closing stanza.
C. E. Lannon. of Artesia. N Mex.; witnessing and appreciation of our
the state.
The Wildcats. of Canton. Mo., did
Welcome by Dr W. G. Nash. first time in the history of Murray all of Murray.
Funeral services were held in
two sons, Virgil White and Ernest government in its efforts along
State College that Spanish.his been
not break through to score until
Mr Rose had returned to Mur- White, of St. Louis, Mo.; a sister,, the lines of national defense.
Paris Tuesday for Harry H. Van- dean of Murray State..
late in the Mirth quarter.
ray on last Thursday from Texas Mrs. Vannie Lanham. of Greendyke. 52, • prominent Paris citiKEA discussion by T. 0. Hall, offered.
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projects
these
of
second
The
The Missouri boys won the tool
Miss Emily Wilson. Henderson. where he had spent.„some time for wood. Miss. She has 11 grandchilzen and disabled World 'War vet- president. Greenville, and W. P.
playof tne
and elected to kick. After an exsucceeds Miss Ruth Hepburn in his health but declined rapidly dren and three great-grandchildren. the improvement
eran, who died at his home Mon- King. secretary, Louisville.
C.
with
in
cooperation
grounds
he
change of punts, it was the Thor.
department. Miss Wil- and the end came shortly after
Mrs. White was an active member
day night.
the Constitutional the fine arts
Address on
campus
oughigeds' ball on the 50-yard
Bachelor of Design arrived at his home.
of the Green Plains Church of Wesley Kemper, college
Mr. Vandyke had been In ill Amendment by Dr. J. H. Rich- son received her
imline. Then on a long pass. Perkins
from Sophia Nevcomb College and
Christ. and Was highly honored by supervisor, and third is the
pilot
enlisted
obtain
drive
to
A
health for sometime and last spring mond. president of Murray State
room,
to Salmons, and a 37-yard dash by
her M. A. from the University of
all who came in contact with her provement of the lunch
on
soldier
personnel
from
trainees
was a patient at the U. S. VeterMusic by the Men's Quartet..
is
cooperatively
operated
which
bell on the
Louisiana. She has studied art in
throughout her'lifetime.
Vir- Perkins placed the
ans Hospital in Memphis.
Address by Dr. Paris, Francs.'
by the WPA. the college admin- duty in Ohio. Kentucky, West
Inspirational
line from where Ferrara
ginia and Indiana "was ordered to- 16-yard
He was In the jewelry business Henry Hitt Crane. Detroit -Club.'
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a
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by the Fifth Corps Area ComProf. H Lee Nem Hillsboro, Ill.,
for *event years.
The lunch room is now serving day
Address, "Britain in the Blitz',
"Big George" Speth then started
General.
manding
Thur(Tony)
H.
He is survived by his widow, by Roasts Forbes, English lecturer. is in the fine arts department sucR.
Mr. and Mrs.
students
100 and 12.5
between
string of four conversions by
ceeding Prof. Joseph N. Garton. man have returned from French
Mrs. Sythla Watkins Vandyke; a
Corps Area Headquarters at Ft. place-kicking the extra point.
daily, according to Mr. Graham.
Friday Afternoon. October IS
Mr. Hope received his Bachelor of Lick Springs, Ind., where they
of Paris; his parents,
f
lac;s4
son, an
Ohio,'
disclosed
Hayes.
Columbus,
During the summer Mr. Graham
After the kick-off to the Wild1 P. M.
Music from James Milliken Uni- were guests of the New York Life.
Jam es M Vandyke,
Mr.
attended a workshop at Peabody that more than 50 volunteers would cats. the Murray lads gained posMusic 'from
also of aria: one sister, Mrs. Mary
son of Mr. and College for five weeks, to which be sought monthly, from among pession....of,..the ball on the 23Company.
Elementary Section-Address by versity and Master of
Kuhn,
J
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Insurance
Chambers of Paris and two broth- Mrs. Mary K. Duncan, University the University of Michigan. He has
city, began he had a fellowship. This work- regular enlisted men and 'selectees yard line. From
Murray
here
The convention'WaS composed of Mrs. P. Kuhn, of this
been teaching in the Hillsboro High
ers. George F. of Henry County of Kentucky.
his career in the U. S. Navy on shop was conducted by the Pea- serving at camps, posts and stations started a touchdewn drive which
representing
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about
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and James W. a Parts attorney.
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when
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body administration and the TeachHigh School Section-Addrealby
netted three first downs. The drive
12 states. The Thurmans being the
Commanders were instructed to was climaxed by a pass Into the
Mrs. Vandyke was formerly Miss Harold Spears, Highland 2111111
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Ill.,
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The third touchdown was scored
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succeeding Dr.
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Sasseen and Ferrara
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line from where Ferdistinctive School also attended the Bowling
Training of enlisted pilots is de- the 3-yard
fore adjournment at noon).
University of Kentucky. Dr. Weih- pany.- having made his quota to bag, and will learn the
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time.
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Fulton, Hickman, Carbide, Ballard, North Central College; M. A. from
made the score 21-0 as the first
French, attended a workshop at cational standards. The 35-week
McCracken. Graves, Livingston, Washington University: and Ph. D
LIST OF CONTESTANTS IN THE LEDGER & TIMES Harvard University.
Flight course is similar f8r both period ended.
Marshall, Calloway, Trigg, Lyon, from the University of Minnesota.
their
scored
The
Moorernen
Professor Thurman was at Co- programs. Upon grdauation. enlistBIG SUBSCRIPTION CAMPAIGN
Dr. Weihing came to Murray in
Caldwell and Crittenden.
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rated as flight ser- fourth
are
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during
University
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Paducah
1940 from
geants with minimem pay of $108 period when Ellison. who had reBale a( September 23
Miss Vera Raleigh is teaching in
, mer and Miss Mettle Trousdale atplaced Salmons in the game for
WARNING, CANDIDATES! You must remain active or forfeit
tended the conference held at Al- monthly, plus living expenses.
Geology and Geography dethe
a' Wildcat
Total Head-8a7
Since enlisted pilots at present Murray, recovered
all rights to a prise or commission. All who do not report by Satreceived
Mich.
legan,
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partment
steers 9 90:
fumble on the 40-yard line. Two
Cattle-Short fed
'Mr. Caplinger, Miss Manor and are accepted only from the ranks plays an a penally against Culver.
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TIGERS TO MEET
DAWSON SPRINGS
HERE FRIDAY

-geStiro"

FDEA TO MEET ),
AT MURRAY
OCTOBER-I

Mrs. Sarah Nealeo
92, Dies At Kevil

New Faculty
Members at
Murray State

/1
4

MURRAY- STATE 1P,
WINS OPENER OVER
CULVER-STOCKTON

Lois Rose Buried
Wednesday

Resident of Hazel
Interred Wednesday

Harry H. Vandyke,
World War Veteran,
Dies at Paris

Pilot Training
Open to Soldiers

Thurmans Attend
Insurance Meeting

OM& J. Kuhn
At-Great Lakes

of

Murray Livestock
Co. Market Report

Mrs. Legate Buried
Sunday Afternoon
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HAPPENINGS IN AND NEAR HAZEL
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Brandon
and ,son, Clifford Jr., of
were week-end visitors of Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Brandon and daughter. Leta Grey. Sunday afternoon callers in the Brandon home
included Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
Coles. Mr. and Mrs. Walter Moore,
Miss Mary Ellen Brendon. Mrs.
Willie Brandon, Mrs.a Tcry Brandon, Keith Brandon. Mr. and Mrs.
Curt Brandon, D. H. Myers, Mrs.
Ellen Charlton. Mrs_ Luther .Cirisuch.
.
Wanso
-C4sphesilpreerielbeats
af. ad-unlit/wee
Mr and Mrs. Owen Brandon and
sons. Ted and Max. We and Mrs.
Elmus Brandon and family spent
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TASTES GOOD
ACTS EASILY

ANNOUNCEMENT
This office. will be closed OCTOBER 2, 3, 4
during my attendance at the State Chiropractic Convention.

DR. WALTER F. BAKER
CHIROPRACTOR
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Hazel High School

y,:ith

Wednesday afternoon for their
September program.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Denham. .
were in Dover, Tenn., Tuesday.
Mrs C. D. Paschall and daughter. Eileen, and Mrs. Myrtle White
,were in Paducah 'Tuesday.. '
Mrs. Jim White died Tuesday
night at aout 9 o'clock at her
hotne one mile east of Hazel. No
funeral arrangements had been
made at press time.

after spending two months with
his parents and. holding a number
of meetings at different places in
Calloway and adjoining counties.
Mr. and Mrs. Herburt Weatherford
and their daughter. Mrs.
Margaret Dunn, left Sunday for
their home in California after a
short visit here with Mr. and
Mn. 0. T. Weatherford and famiThe modern battleship of the U
ly and other relatives in the
S. Navy compares-in size and corncounty.
•
'lateness to the Waldorf-Jim Patterson ie
Hotel. Set it upright and, its
would top the taUsati.dires,141Pittsburgh, Cincinnati.
'Chicago,
the week-end -in
spe
ville.
Hazel as the guest of her parents. troa or Baltimore!
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Curds---Es-w-Terntiow-srtonsillectomy at the Mason H
pital last Tuesday.
Mrs. Ocie White of Paris. Tenn..
is visiting relatives and friends in
and around 'hazel.
was
Mrs. Finis Weatherford
called to Puryear Tuesday night
because of the death of her father,
Pi4C0: iiss an old-fashioned
Marshall Provine.
"prune soalp" isszto ehich
hem Corinne Nelson and three
sittl al:was like. Scientifically preof hee"little nieces of enton were
phenolph•
guests of Mrs. Dumas Clanton and pared ;rots
prune juice, Prune,
&Licht
Mr. Clanton last week.
msr Prorogue osatfcrtabla elimination C. Bird and sister. ,MrsRidner and son Joseph of Evans- —zz_zriSga ge:_lrritatisa. Guarsa.
wilts, Ind.,• are • in . Hazel as the
rntiSfy c- yorr money no.
guests of their grandmother, Mn, :sad to
-••••:J. In tae or V.06.141.1411..
Maude Orr.
,
radl:gazezatc,4 ty
The Woman's Missionary society
of the Methodist Church met in
Dtle a Stubblefield, Druggists
the home of Mrs. Dumas. Clanton

in services has been given the
Saves and friends.
ti-Axis nations.
Miller Robertson of Murray was
CorporaSuppires
The Defense
in Hazel Monday on business.
tion. an RFC subsidiary, contracted
Bro. A. M. Hawley filled his
with Artorg Trading Corporation.
regular appointment at McConnels
a..11_.S. corporation owned by Rusand
Baptist Church. Saturday
LONG TALK „
aia. for the purchase of $100000.000
Sundayof manganese. chromite, -asbestos
A large crowd, with persons repPAONE SS
and plantinum. The supplies agenresenting all parts of the county,
es.
cy arranged to pay Aintorg half of
attended the singing convention at
,
• THE LEDGER & TIMES PLATFORM
the amount in advance so Russia
Hazel Sunday.
use the money to buy war
"Ail Out" gilt° the Kentucky Public Power League in could
Mrs. Mary Vaughn Austin ot
materials here. Treasury Secrefor'Kentucky,
Act
Enabling
TWA
the
for
' their-fight
TLANTIC REDUCTION.
Florida is in _Hazel visiting her
tary Morgenthau similarly adr14ICA,
01-D.
INA
CUPOHi•
parents, .31g. and Mrs. 'L. F.
ced the Soviet Union $10.0040D0
(
Diversified farm. for CAII0**3
5.0tat OSlO-IfS cAat.a IS
•
•entrrodettvers to the
I NOW REPLACED Iry as
United States_ No wt.:Els mow AM r404 Mlb
Mr. and Mrs. Bob /tray and
•
IN
QUAZTER
A
istamErrit.
Navy Pritjiating.. Shies
Miss Nell Ruth Outland attended
• A LEADER PASSES—
MAGI 111111106'
Navy %Secretary Knox told the
the fair. in Nashville last week
TO Met A stimaillfel. Of
American Legion ..convention the
and were the guests of faro and
• WOO CO‘Lb C.Aare A TRI
Mrs. Jack White and children.
Navy,is using all methods. includFOR
GOO•haSArlats
"And departing leave-their footprints ; p
Mr. and Mrs John Charlton.
ing convoys, to protect vessels
Yeasts.
7-40,000
who have been making their home
County has loSt a real leader vritit the all ffpgs carrying .aid to Britt*.
nsa Ilywhoute.-1FiNU harems.
with their daughter. Mrs. Charlie
Navy has orders-tee
passing last Week of it H. Churchill. He gave of hisAirne He said the
Myers for some time, have moved
capture er destroy, by every Melia
and means to help -build this. county into a dyrsinsic force at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Dunto
the-,r disposal. issinscontroIled
for good and cohstrictive living. He Was one who did noti submarines or surface raiders in said gasoline resins-boos will not
can Ellis.
the
in
Ickessssaiii
Mr
lifted.
be
new in the waters between the...U. S. and
Mrs. Charlie Jones of Paris.
'
the
hesitate when the matter of advancing
face of a 12s2 per cent drdp- In
Tenn.. kvas in the home of Mr. and
stator Class
business. in. education, in civic improvement, or -in religi- teelaad.
gasoline stocks compared to this
Neutrality Act liaterpretatima
Thirty-one pupils enrolled as 11M7 Lather Farris Wednesday on
time last year. there is • demand
ouitwork. ws.s at stake.
The State Department announced
seniors -1E0s semester. Rut to our business.
yoar
last
than
more
cent
per
11
of
- Truly_ he has left *his footprints in otir civic pro- that at a 'result of an interpreta- Deliveries to East Coast filling great sorrow Robert Lee Waters Cleattis Myers and a friend of
from Lexington. Ky. were
gress. in-.his reliipavs .life many have felt his kind con- tion'.by the Attorney General that stations were 11 4 per cent lower preferred sea life and joined the his
guests in the home of Mr. Myers'
the -United Kingdom- is only EngWe
Navy
also
have
another
lost
before.
week
Filderation and his ideals. In his family, who will carry lend.
the
than
week
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylen
Wales, Scotland and North last
Earl Cooper, but with parents.
on. he has instilled principles that governed bis own life Ireland. American ships may hence- and „will have to be cut more. he member.
Myers. last week.
those exceptions we have the
built
unless
is
said,
pipeline
the
Miss Leona Farris has accepted
that will be felt each succeeding year. To pass to a well forth carry- war supplies and pas- from Texas to New Jersey.
same members that we had last a jeb in Paris, Tenn.
earned reward is one accomplishment, but to leave a sengers to parts of the British•Emyear with two additional members,
Mr. and .Mrs. Lewis Brown of
not designated by the Presi- .30-Day Mine Trace.
• Paul Alexander and Coffield Vance near Mayfield were in Hazel -Sun.place Still well fortified to use a well spent life to further Ore
dent to be in combat areas. UnDefense Mediation Soard Chairthe
Training
Murray
School
.
day to visit thetr-oareatu--11readvancement ie truly -the-pianae-le-of-sucr,essful--living-traerprefalion Ameritan man -thi-vis—iiiiiii5uneea-lir-11114*met
week and se- Mrs. Alison Wilson,
CaMoway'mourns his paming, and justly so; but ships are still barred from going to ment with the United Mine.illailt- lected rings and last
invitations. The
W B Milstead. 'ant Aub:
- ; CaMtvay will for many years still feel the guiding hand France. Poland. India. the United ers of America to - reopen strike- meetings was carried out in a toyMrsSimmons
and son Wear-4e
Kingdom. Auatralia. Canada. -New bound -captive' mines for a period
'._111SICLIY _mint= eact_the_les
,
•
Esiiita90.--- •••
on
11"&yrgiEg
ioction was easily -and quickly
Mrs. A. H. McLeod and son, A..
The agreement requires a three- macie. Everyone is looking forAttlee.
H. Jr.. Claud Wilson and Paul
Navy Expansion Progress
day written notice by either side ward to the first of October when
Bray attended the fair in Paris
The -Navy reported it bas con- before operations can be halted we will receive our rings.
Friday.. .
cted• ter 2.831 ships. including Negotiations on the union shop
Mrs. . E. Underwood and chilSophomore Class
332-.lighting vesaely—every ship demand which led to the strike
-Anthony,Eden recently -Said that help from the authorized under the seven billion will be resumed September 24. The sophomore' class met and dren of Jackson. Tenn.. were. in
'
Hazel a few hours Friday afterUnited States is not yet reaching Britain in sufficient dollar program to create the The U. S Sonciliatioq Service an- elected class sponsor and officers. noon.
are
They
follows:
as
ships
disfighting
of
array
greaaest
labor
37
of
settlement
nounced
speedbe
must
quantity—that shipment of war supplies
Mrs Robert Maddox is spen,ding
Sonsor. Mrs. Geraldine MYree,
undis- one flag the world has ever putes_
feW weeks---M Bruceton and
-- _ed urif Hitler is-to be decisively beaten- in .the shortest 'seen'president. 'Tommy Taylor; vice32 battleships. 18 aircraft Priority uneweefeyeient
ax- -the guest
ownsville.
•
possible time.
president. W. M. Ctuuungham: seccarrier, 91 cruisers. 364 destroyher sons. Jethro Maddox and
of
OPM Associate Director Hillman retary-treasurer. Sue Underwood;
his Labor Dirdlk to- the nation, President ers arid 186 submarines. - a total aancausead
__and.„..atra-,Tkiumas.
matidolt..
SLIM
essiployass- in .Socr
.-slur
Maddox and Mrs Maddox.
Rooseteif sa+4 that -41- nralr.ary production is-DWI Deb-% Skips-ct-tert-stepr-and Wilkes-Barre. Pa., have agreed Cleo
Franklin Paschall
Bro. Henry
open-machine
labor
power
1335
He
„hire
all
called open
America to
e necessary level.
We are sorry that Iwo of our
The Navy announced develop- 40
among members have moved away:•taura has been elected pastor of the Oak
iistintingly.fOr the defense and perpetuation ofDemoc- ment of a 1.900.son cargo vessel, tors and 200 assistants from
workers forced out of em- Oshron moved to Alabama and Grove Baptist chutch for another
She See Otter. so -light in weight, the 3.500
racy and our way of life.
. .•
those two areas by the Gracie Nelle George to Paducah. year.
simple in construction. relatively ployment in
Miss Jessie Katherine- Wilier reBasil -Manly, of the Federal Pirower. Commission. Cheap in both original cost_ and silk shortage .Mr. Hillman also an- We have, however, gained one turned
Mich., where
Detroit.
from
recently said: "We are now entering a period in which Iselseee s . . (it) will enailenge nounced a broad -model- prbgrain member. Jessie Milder from De- she visited friends and has moved
local cooperation with troit. We now have 30 members.
and
State
of
new
a
provide
properly
and
the submarine
no individual or corporation can reasonatifiror
in with her graMparents. Mr and
in
of the OPM to alleviate unemploymen
•
Freshman Class
Mrs. Rob Paschall and will enter
expect to maintain unabated the economic status to which bridge to the free nations
the silk. automobile and rubber init
small
so
is
erstel
The
world"
school.
The freshmen !sad a class meetit has become accustomed. Everybody sooner or later will can be -built in inland yards in dustries in New Jersey
Mr. and Mrs. !cyan Wilson of
ing- recently and
elected their
a a
a
have to make sacrifices for the common good,two months. It will carry an an- induatriesinplan.
sponsor and class officers as fol- Bowling Green, Ky. were the dinPriem
ner guests of Mr and Mrs. Bert
These statements are typical of *hat men in hig ti-aircraft battery., be manned by A,Coffman
of the OPA Food lows:
..H
Sponsor. Carillon Parks: presi- Moore last Wednesday.
("nlY a few men. make 12 knots. Secnon. , speaking in Ptuladelphia.
positions believe today. That belief adds up to this: The
voymile
Mr. and Mrs Chesley Farris and
in-!aned be capable of a 5.000
said farm prices have risen more dent. Fred Paschall. vice-president.
United States is not doing enough; it must do more,
son. Conrad, were afternoon guests
Gene
Miller;
secretary-treasurer.
outbreak
the
since
cent
per
49
finitely More, If the liberties gained over the centuries i The Maritime. Commission took than
Rema Farris; reporter, Frantic of Mr. and Mrs ,Luther . Farris,
of the war and stand now at
Sunday.
overships of the Alcoa Jape
-are to be rIreserred for all men and all -nations.
things Falwsli.
of
terms
inparity
of
cent
per
Grace Wilson - returned
Mrs.
striking saulors refused to arbia
The freshman class will present
Secretary
ThaserLix_oiss-astreinsig.,'
a chapel program Friday. The boiarrejast_ week after visiting for
Augat
costs
living
said
Perkins
a few days in Memphis with
arms program is lagging. That reason is the.'nnsvilling- be operated by. the.. Commissionon
IS this year were 75 per cent program consists of the following: friends.
.....Announcer. - 0 B
Turnbow;
„knew of certain labor leaders tQ permit a working day and their regular runs. The Corn- morsothan two years ago.
Mr. and Mrs. John 'Kennedy of
miraloh announced that on SepBible reading. Christine Key: Song
a .workiir -eek which la sufficient to perform -the
tember 1. 104 ships had been corn- Nurses
leader,
Key; Reading. Boston, Mass, were in Hazel last
Calvin
Magee anGeneral
tasks: have undertaken. Coal is * case in PolItt:"I`ois -nletea
of a total of 708 being built • Surgeon
Frankie Falsvell, Guitar hole. Billy week as the guests ..f Mrs Kennurses
10.000
than
more
nounced
day coal t. iers work the 7-hour day and the 35-hour for all opurposes under the CornWilson; Pleading. Gwyn Dailey; nedy's brother. Heiman Edwards
are needed for the Army Nurse Readthg.-Fratik Hart.
and Mrs Edward,',
-week established during the depression. And that is im- missions auspices 'The announte- Corps.
'Reserve
000
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Mns Docia Tyler was iii Murray
lunchbe
will
ships
14
said
ment
industries
foriThe
coal
of
periling an adequate supply
fur men still to be
Thursday to visit friendsain the
27 in joint ceremonies riunies to wire
September
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NOTICE
which make our weapons and our ,tools of peace, alike. on the Atligatic. Pacific and Gulf indsicted this year and an equal
Mason hospital.number to replace the estimated
Bert Moore and Luther Farris
A cgtf shortage .would bring the arms program virtually ceasts s
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were in Murray Thursday afterkeep
to,A standstill. A 40-hour week would probably eliminate Predation _
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Stewart
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noon on business.
likreeteit • Knudsen. speaking Charge
Cemetery. near Dexter. please send
I dangers orsuch shortages—yet the 35-hour•W-eek is onOPM.
Mr. and Mrs. Illomer Turner -of
the radio. said -I wuuld like year enlistments. Information can your contribution at once to W. C.
maintained.
to see every American- decide to be obtained from the War Depart- Robinson or Walton Jones, bea- Paris. Tenn.. were the guests of
. an extra hour .or an ex- ment or the Red Cross, Washing- ter, at the Committee wishes-to let Mr. and Mrs. Galen Myers Sunday
What is true of coal. is true in Many other fields. give
E. D. Hurt has returned home
tra half hour or even an extra ton. D. C.
S contract to -peep the cemetery.
The majority of America's workers aree -willing to do fifteen”
from a short visit in Kirksey with
•
ic
minutes to his job from Taxation
them.
leaders
let
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won't
his daughter. Mrs Terry Cochran.
more. But shortsighted
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reqsared for ber of taxpayers by an estimat
farmer --preseastenated needs are now 2.275.000 persons The hill in. their own. Yankees and Southern- Mrs. Jim White was stricken
call the iedom of Vs ill Rogers when he said
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a special affinity. East-ern- with paOrysts -at her home in
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Selling Big Apple
Crop Is Discussed
The disposal of the big apple crop
was the subject of a conference at
the Western Kentucky Agricultural
Experiment Substation at Princeton. Growers met with representatives of the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture and
Home Economics, the Surplus Commodities Administration, the Kentucky Horticultural Society and
other interested agencies to discuss
the distribution of the crop.
• A ,committee selected to help
'With marketing problems included
erman Yopp
eth, chairman;
yffirct7 Frank
r,
er
,
D..Byers, Al1,
117Vaton, and G. P. Summers, Lexington. J. S. Larson represented
the Surplus Commodities Ade-lints-

BANKHEAD-JONFS
FARM TENANT TO
BE CONTINUED
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The Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Purchase program will' becontinued through the 3J41-42 fiscal
year, to June 30. 1942, in the 87
Kentucky counties in which it was
in operation last year and in 11
additional counties it was announced today by Earl Mayhew,
state director of thiledrarm Security
Administration.
The number of loam to be made
in each county' during the coining
12 months has not been determined, said Mr. Mayhew, adding that
the number in each county would
"111-iirced by. fl lund. available
and
the
widespread
demand
• The Kentucky apple crop, esti.. mated at 672.090 bushels, is one of throughout the United States for
relief
of
tenacy.
the largest in recent years.
The new loans, as were the old,
J. S Marcum, Estill County, will be available to qualified tenagain has seeded late-summer al- ant farmers and,,farm laborers who
falfa* because he gets better resuks wish to purchase farms of their
own, but who cannot secure the
from "fall sown."
necessary
credit from
private
sources or from any government
Mang
other
than Farm Security
agency
Administration.
A total of 4.31 farms have been
purchased in Kentucky under this
program in the four years in which
the Bankhead-Jones Act has been
In effect.
CN A MODERN
Tenant Purchase loans are made
to specially qualified tenant farmers or farm workers, who must be
residents of the county and show
a high standard of farming ability.
Preference if given family men
under middle age, who have had
extensive farming experience and
who possess sufficient livestock
ATI)
and equipment, wholly or nearly
free of debt with which to otierate
a 'family-sized farm. The term of
the loan is 40 years, with interest
ONCRETE pavements, at three per cent.
Committees of farmers in the
built to the standards devel...counties must pass on the qualifioped by highway engineers
cations of applicints, and may be
ofthis state, are the last word
consulted by prospective borrowers
in safety. Yet they actually cast
in the selection of farms. Each
borrower is expected to recommotorist: lets thee so-called
mend the farm he prefers to buy.
"cheap" pavements.
The farms must be purchased within
the county.
Signor Traction. From your
"In approving farms for purown experience you know
chase," Mr. Mayhew, _WO, :Use
that •coacretc'r eve-n, se-itty
committees -and- the -PSA
surface reduces skidding, Supervisor must take care County
to see
wet weather or dry. Its free.
that the price is strictly in line
with the true value and earning
dom from bumps, ruts and
capacity of the land." This mean,s
chuckholes gives you better
that
the farm, operating under a
control at the wheel.
farm and home plan, supervised
by the MA, will produce enough
Sonar Visibility -Concrete's
income to pay all costs and give
light gray color and high rethe farm family e reasonable standflection factor help you see
ard of living.
to drive better at night.
In Barren Counl.Y. - an Aszeratowl
'‘ torts Loss. Concrete costs
flag was given the 4-11 club ancl
school bringine in
less to brad than other pavethe
most
"abiesinurn for defense,"
ments of equal load-carrying
capacity. Costs far less to
maintain.
Urge public officials WS
build your roads with coo.
Crete.
CUADIT ASSOCIATION
410 Ileramr tog
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Let Me Call --You Sweetheart .

-PE!

This unusual picture of affecUon between animals was taken near
Wattle, Wash., where the week-old fawn WAS orphaned. Duke, Use
locker spaniel, Is evidently telling the small deer, he thinks he Is a "dear."

post signs of the 1st Infantry.,
"Mechanized forces held no terrors for our men. They withstood
a major tank attack in fine shape
without letting a single tank
through. We were informed later
that this tank attack which met so
successfully was the advance elements of a much larger force which
w,hen'it discovered the strength of
our resistance. decided to make
no further effort in our sector."
While General Sultan was especially generous in his praise for the
75th Brigade combat team which
took part in most ,of the action he
also was enthusiastic over the performance ,of the 76th Brigade combat team near Natchez and Provencal on the last day of the battle, He pointed out that the 152nd
Infantry marched 62 miles in 41
hours over roads so slippery and
rutted that trucks could not pass.
"Our service units performed a
fear That seems almost incredble,"
General Sultan said. -Operating
from a railhead 70 miles behind
tilt • Knee•-they-- -managed to get
supplies through at all times. Our
assistant Division supply officer,
Major Joseph Conley, who has
just returned from the command
school at Fort Leavenworth, described their accomplishment as
'something just not possible' by the
books.' I'm proud of the performance °rail our men and proud'to
be the commander of such a division as the 38th."

"Cyclone" Division
Highly Praised by
General Sultan

WITH THE 38TH DIVISION IR
LOUISIANA, Sept. 24—The 38th
"Cyclone" Division more than justified its nickname and reputation
by sweeping triumphatnly 'through
the Louisiana war zone and all
but obliterating elements of five
divisions of the Red Second Army
that came In its path.
Starting out in a driving rainstorm, the blacklash of a tropical
hurricane that had threatened it
for days. the Division moved more
than ISO miles through Louisiana
swamplands and set up seven new
command posts in the course of
battle, playing a
the five-day
leading part in the operations of
Lieutenant General Walter Krueger's Blue Third Army.
"Our total advance was greater
than any other Division's in the
Third 'Aftear and We IfeVet
yield an inch of the ground we
gained for more than a very few
hours," said Major General Dan I.
Sultan, Cyclone commander. "Our
troops performed like veterans.
"We captured nearly 3,300 Regular Army prisoner. including 130
officers, 44 tanks, and., about 300
other vehicles of various kinds.
Among our prisoners and prizes
were all the regimental staff officers of the 20th Infantry, with the
exception
oi the commanding Vtch is rapidly supplanting crimcolonel who escaped, and allAlits son clover in Letcher County, as
band instruments and commend better suiting County conditions.

MEN 17 TO 50
WANTED FOR U. S.
NAVAL RESERVE
According to an announcement
made this week in Washington by
order of Secretary of the Navy
Knox, "All men now enlisting in
the Naval Reserve will be retained
on active duty throughout the
period of the national emergency,
but they will be released to inactive duty as soon after the
emergerrey as their services can be
spared. regardless's& the length ea
time remaining in their enlistment."
Enlistment in the U. S. Naval Reserve is for four years but, if a
man enlists ted_ay and the emergency en& wItin a period of several .months, he will be returned
to his civilian job as soon as possible after the emergency is over,
and will not be required to complete his Jour year term in Active
service.
Four classes of service -biUnited States Naval Reserve need
men urgently today. They are
Class V-3, which includes radio
and communications: V-5, aviation;
V-6, for trade specialists or men
desiring trade or vocational training; Ve7, fleet officers.
Men with no preview; specialized
training will be enlisted in Class
V-6 as apprentice seamen with
pay of $21 a month. Directly following enlistment the new recruit
will be -sent to one of the four
Naval Training Stations for a short
pesiod. At the Training Station
the apprentice seaman will be
given an aptitude test and if he
passes this test successfully he will
be sent to a Navy Trade School.
Approximately 5500 mei& are admitted to Navy Trade Schools each
month. This' schooling, valued at
hundreds ordollers, is free and the
seamen receive their regular Navy
pay while receiving instructions.
Those applicants who do not
pass their tests for admission to a
Trade school will be Sent to
duty aboard ship where an opportunity will be given them to train
in a trade Four months after enlistment all non-specialized applicants in Class V-6 will be advanced
automatically to seaman second
class with a pay increase to $36 a
month.
Avitth, previous specialized
training of any kind will be enlisted in the Naval Reserve Class
V-6 with petty officer ratings and
will be sent immediately to 'the
ship or shore station where they
are needed.
College graduates who desire en-

Bourbon, Warren
and Boyd Supply. •
Best 4-H Judge

-

•

States will be graded at no cost
Burley Tobacco
to the grower.• Oficial Government
were used as a basis' for
Growers to Vote in grades
making Government loans on the
Referendum Oct. 2-4 4840 crop of ,Burley, and will be

•

used as a basis for making loans on
Bourbon,
Warren and
Boyd
A referendum will be held Octo- the 1941 crop.
counties supplied the highest scor- ber 2 through October 4 for 27
Under the Tobacco Inspection
ing teams on fat stock, dairy cattle Burley tobacco ,markets in Ken- Act, all growers who sold at aucand poultry, respectively, in the tucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, tion on these markets_ Int, year,
annual 4-H club judging contests Indiana; and Missouri, 'to determine an• WE-oh-live reirpreviously vote
at the Kentucky State Fair. Eighty whether these ,tniirkets shall be in a Burley yrobacco referendum.
county teams took part in the designated for free and mandatory are eligibl -10 vote. Ballots will
inspection of all tobacco passing be mail
judging.
to growers who patronTodd county was second in judg- over the auction sales floor the ized '''t
markets last season in
ing fat stock, followed in order Department of Agriculture's -Mar- so f' at their names and addresses
keting
Service
announced today.
by Wayhe, Gallatin, Mason and
known. Growers who do not
Kenton. Graves was second on
've _lets
bal
mail _mai'. get
The referendum will cover _
dairy cattle, followed by Camp- follow irig
team their county agent, on
eft:
3arroll and Logan.
ttory•t
hA.
bfficie
ortIse"c+oeszsty
Camp Taylor. Carrollton. Cowingowing Boyd in pacing poutry were ton, Glasgow, Greensburg/ Har- cultural Conservation Association.
Grayson, Boone, Letcher, Rock. rodsburg. Hopkinsville, Lexington,
Growers who patronize markets
castle and Latirel.
Owensboro,. and Rich- on which the inspection service is
John C. Burris OA Jack Ade
-„,access to a .r1,gilar
BT Bcirb5n --c
report showing. average
Fayetteville, Franklin, Gallatin,
and second, respectively, as indi- Greeneville. • Hartsville, Johnson prices by grade.
With grades
vidual -judges of, fat stock. First, City, Morristown, New Tazewell, plainly indicated on each lot and
second and third as judges of dairy and
Rogersville in
Tennessee; price reports for the previous day's
sale en each grade, growers have a
cattle were Marion Floyd, Rob- Asheville and Boone in
North
ert Johnson and R. D. Floyd of Carolina; Madison and, New Albany reliable guide for use in accepting
or rejecting bids offered. This
Warren County. Miss Lucille Lay- in Indiana; and Western in Misinspection and market- news serman of Grayson county out-scored
vice is free to growersall bays in judging .Poultry. - Joy
Sixteen Burley markets are alYoung and W. B. Lowe of Boyd
ready
designated
in
Kentucky,
•
county tied for second place. John
W. M. Wallen, Johnson County,
T. Cooper of Wayne County was Tennessee, Ohio. Virginia, and has Culled
500 pullets and hens for
Virginia.
West
Tobacco
marketthe best judge among Utopia club
winter laying. ,
....
--.. members, followed by Benton Kim- Mg officials point out that if twobrough, Harrison County, and T. J. thirde of the growers voting in
In Boone County, eight Iargd
Black, Edward CongJeton and Wil- this referendum approve tabgeeo
liam Hale, all of Madison County. inlpecllon, tobacco sold. on all ponds were constructed during the
Burley
markets
in
the
United
past month.
Miss Patsy Mae Newell of Mason
County for the fifth time won the
State 4-H Club poultry championship, and Miss Mary K. Eubank
of Gallatin County for the third
time became State champion in the.
4-1•I club sheep project. Monroe
Miller is State swine raising chainpion, and Miss Anna Mae Hettinger
s champion in foods. Both live in
Jefferson County.

RINE CLEANING CAN BE:DONIk-AtLOW PRICES!
'—
Mondays-and 'Tuesdays, Cash & Carry

gineering or deck duty as officers
in the U. S. Naval Reserve will be
enlisted as Midshiprhen, Class V-7.
Upon completion of a four month's
training course these men will be
commissioned ensigns in the Naval
Dur44 the training
Reserve.
period blidship"n are paid $65 a
month. As ensigns with commissions the pay will be approximately
4143 a month with an additional
allowance of $40 a month if they
are married. •
Ali applicants for the U. S. Naval
Reserve must, be native-born citizens of the United States with the
exceotiria -of.tnzeielatea -toe Claw
V-5 who must have been United
States citizens for a period of at
Least ten years.
Alfalfa seeding was cut almost iS
half in Clark County due to unfavorable weather.

7c

DRESSES
•SUITS
COATS
•

CLEANED
and
PRESSED

All work beautiful* cleaned and expertly pressed
TROUSERS
2 Pair 47c

cal 141 Now

SKIRTS
2 for 47c --

DoLUAE CLEANING

sir

Coy MODEL Cleaners
719 W. Poplar St.

Murray, Ky.

ON DISPLAY SEPTEMBER 26

ci,051 Ctitv
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See our display at the
Fair and enter our
contest for a
Free Photograph
For details visit
our booth
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Winter Driving Hazardous;
Car Should Be In Shape
Complete Check-up Necessary
For Safety In Cold Weather

LOVE'S STUDIO

At best, winter presents many hazards to the motorists.
Extreme temperatures, dampness, slippery streets all a,10 to the
dangers of winter driving.
Because of the feet that this section of We enitWusually
unusually -severe winters. motorists in Murray and
surrounding communities are urged to do all they can to reduce winter automobile accidents.

experiences

•

Obviously this means the use of extra caution during the
winter months. Darkness closes in early in the day during the
winter, and motorists are urged to drive slowly and not to take
chances. If driving can be avoided altogether, it is wise to use
other forms of transportation.

What Milk Gives You An

In many cases this is not practical nor possible, and it is
the car-owner who drives every day who must keep on his toes
especiallly. It is vitally important that his car be in perfect
condition and completely under control...rotary minute.

Abundance Of
ENERGY AND STAMINA!

Because extreme temperatures reduce the operating _efficiency of any mechanical device It is wise to take every care
to see that the car is protected insofar as possible against cold.
Batteries should be kept charged to insure quick starting and
to provide for the extra strain that a cold motor causes Some
anti-freeee agent should be kept in the radiator.

FLAVOR YOU'LL LOVE!
4

1(0

Milk is an all-around drink that does a
doublejob of ,satisfying you. Fiat -,it
does.' it real cobof satisfying yourArist,
and secondly, it completely satisfies your'
need(a-an energy boost. Get in the habit of drinking fresh Sunburst milk every
day. It is one habit that pays big dividends in,/sseilth and well-being.

our Chevrolet

Windshield wipers should be tested and put in condition.
and Mel. MI and water pumps checked. Graphite In the door
locks will guard them against freezing. Winter is almost here.
Drive with care Be sure your car is in condition.

which create "the new style that will stay new"...

r
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7-1•Isishime ISO

signed to lead in combined performance and economy
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which have made Chevrolet

ECONOMY
chanorokof Is M. most

Kosnonical of all largost•salling
low-pricsd con Iron *a
Standpoint of got, oil, Nrin
and unborn.

the nelleit's
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leading motor car for ten of the last

eleven year&

IT PAYS'TO BUY TH E LEADER
AND GET THE LEADING BUY
PORTER MOTOR COMPANY
504 West Maple Street
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.-.. with all the fine comfort, convenience and safety
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N DAY'S:
ate:

"Victory" Ingln•, built of quality materials and de-

yi•ING 71•M

;11

24

PERFORMANCE
dievrolot alone cornbinsis a
pow•rful Voivo.j.,11.ed
"Vkiory" Engin*, Sofo.T.
Spacial Hydraulic &alum
UnItIzad Ansa-Action Rid*,
and Vacuum-Poore Sniff at
no extra cost.

with a powerful, thoroughly proved Valve-In-Head

Up
, 4. 1711
1

—Mr. Ilarnes is thoroughly train -aid".
competent to handle any make of car.

xr.twatia &,tb•st:

to the motoring public ...With fleet,

DISIONtD TO MD IN

.Let our RED BARNES check your car

SUPER-SERVICE STATION'

ellare4of &oar of oll low•
4.11.41 con has "Loads,
Milt Styling, swank finder
asps and lady by fisher

modern, aerodynamic lines and Fisher Body beauty

MAKING AIIIIINANI lIltiNli

11•-re•

STYLING

has

Wow offered

Murray Milk Products
Murray, Ky.

DISIONTD TO LIAO IN

IIMINIP

Proper lubrication is of prime importance In addition to
the oIl in the crankcase, which should be of winter weight, the
grease should he changed to winter weight to make operation
of the car easier.

HOURS A DAY SERVICE

Tallyhos* 101-

SERVICE Of

Brakes should be carefully looked after and tires should
not be allowed to become smooth *net we.4i.*„...reauttesses
helpful to keep a little less atrCti tee
feet weather
so that the tire will have mow surface resting on the ground.
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good sermon at Pleasant Grove
Seeded 'morning about what he
FSPleasant'
groye, I
thought was the epoitual baptism
I Everything in this section reof Jesus Christ. Bro. Moore commains hut and dry. It's diffictilt
Gunters
Mrs. George Coles of
menced the revival at Providence
,,for one to identify his own people
Flat vicinity was taken to a Mur- Sunday and Bro. Claud Wilson of
since dust has covered us all until
Penny
ray
suffering
hospital
was sent here to fill the evSaturday
Hamel
everyone looks alike.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
The Penny Homenlakers club with sinus trouble. We hope she ening appointment. Alter the EpAlice
Mrs.
Manning
September
visited Mr. met
8 in the home of will soon recover.
by F. P. L5IGL1S
•
worth League services at which inDr. L. C Kelly of Pineville *ill and Mrs. C. B. Henry and family Mrs. Tony Boggess. Eleven memIn a proclamation designating
•Ws. Ina Male, Misses Ruth and treating discussions were given on
bers. while Mr. Keller is a recent
recently.
preemh
at
the
morning
and
visitors
bers
three
preswere
hour.
to
Drs
IL inber
Under the capable and inspiring graduate.'
Theo Gunter, Mr. and Mrs. Riley friendship, Brie Wilson Mok for
'A highly recommended clusive. as Fire Prevention Week, Kay is one of the most faithful
Several persons from Cherry at- ent.
leadership of Dr Howard Hanson,
Gunter of Paducah and Mr. and his subject the blighted fig tree
set %Victor M-802. four gidese
President Roosevelt urges 'Public of denominational leaders, and has tended the singing at Hazel Sunthe Eastman School of Mimic has
Washbuin,
Mrs. Jesee
the presi- Mrs. Esco Gunter recently Visited and the gist of his sermon was
Columbia presents Diman Mi- authorities, civic bodies, educators, been for many years. The church
day.
wrought mightily for the eminent- tropoulos
during
presided
business
dent,
the
disappointments in life but it was
relatives here.
and the Minneapolis the press. and the radio to empha- will observe the Lords Supper at
worthy cause of American Sytriphony
Burnett Outland was able to at- 'fleeting. She asked that all comJesus to whom we had to look for
in a restrained though size the danger attendant upon the evening hour
Mr
and
Mrs. James Roberts.
This tender,
Music. In 1925. the Eastman •Scheol
"mannered". performance of Tschai- fires in the present ; national far-reaching and meaningful ser- tend Sunday School Sunday. He mittee reports .be mode and -that formerly tdr-Calroviay Count3-,-11r. salvation.
inaugurated a regular series .
kovsky's Fourth Sympheny. This emergency, and recommends to all vice should be attended by every has been quite -poorly" for sever- the unproved practices of the ma- and Mrs. V. E. Windsor of *MurThe Kentucky Quartette will sing
concerts devoted to the perform- music
is . too well-Imo-sin to need our citizens their- active cociperation mendser - mew- prevented by prov- al days. The email daughter of jor projects be checked regularly. ray, attended the services Sun- at Pleasant Grove next Sunday
- wee of archon:rat and chamber
Plans
made
were
live-an
for
the
and
Mrs.
Mr
Rupert
'Outland,
who
len
following services by
night
esigsacOsineaftees
day roosainp- at Pleasant ,Grove
-411111011M. All friends are
naseisie elimination of fire •
' Wangs -aisMesellignerican - composers!.
tie ft to say that Mr. Mitrop- and their prompt action in every Invited to be present at this hour bee been suffering from erystplffs, home - booth which the club will and later visited relatives there.
Epworth League.
with .particular emphasis on works oulos
4111
exhibit during the County Fair.
'1* also improving.
knows his Tschaikovske Sala situation threatening loss of
Congratulattotts to Miss Nell CarYoung people Of South Pleasby living- composers. The music
life and at all the services of the
The following committee was apso do his men!), but afils to con- and property by
Mrs
Ann
Hilda
Patterson
away,
was
a
church,
formerly
of this vicinity, for ant Grove will sponsor a program
fire.
Iniers of Rochester
were soon vey the excitement
weekend guest of Mrs. Mary Ruth pointed to complete plans for the her prize winning recipe last week at the Union League meeting
edeined
by enthusiastc . listeners reads elan thic 'tampthat Stokowski - Never, before in our history hap
at
Church School meets every Sun- Revt•prta
booth: Mrs. Walter Dent, Mrs.
Mee. eV eye, itstemtnritatt -lemma
.g.ESMI. MAI
NeatillIelentltet, Mrs. Preston
of thd „retards here seesn imediess
Our
Corner
is
Cooper
more
will
thickly
R.
be
L.
when, six years later. these conpopthe
principal
Mrs. Alsie Cooper, Mrs.. Ivan
and Miss Martha Spann.
and teed to cramp and stilt' the free people of the United States give classes for all ages, taught by ulated now that Mr and
ceits culminated in an annual.
Guthrie and her son. Bee, left Sun- speaker.
Mrs
melodic flow, particularly 'in the their attention to organized fire faithful. Bible-loving men and Artelie Norman have
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program Of re-training and
- -and DSC
The peOpte of this t,aumwitt
Vegetable$
Green is kill--**---119w best time gone crazy as a bed-bug.
school and one to represent your 'The plants that turn out tanks placement of such workers in decooked In lust enough Water to for a fellow to sow his wild
would be very glad to see a goof' Terins Mrs. J. D. Wall, Murray;
-"Ole
oats
and
'tide
guns
school.
and
Teachers,
_planet
sponsors
and
shipiHs.
Siarzy-litrown:_Almo; Mrsfense
_s
tabs
has
-been
out,
Mrs.worked
.keep them- from sticking-to-the is lietween the age of
70 and 80. and county committee members are and the parts that go to make up utilizing the combined efforts of rain as It la very warm and dry. W. .Feters, Route .7, Murray; Mrs.
-utensils.
Mr.
and
Mrs.,
Terry
Morris
or
these weapons of democracy-re- kcal agencies, the state and federal
also urged to attend.
Truman', Terrier, mechanic tot.
slones Mill have been spending a Felix Beach, Route 1; Eiriesey: Otis
Science has proven, by tested ex- Coldwater, TVA expert, is now
Alfred
_
Model, Tenn.;
enWatch for Rod Cram hoot at the quire skills -which are different in employment services, employers, atew days with ,their sen, One Steele,
periments, that vitamins awe pres- gaged at Murphy, N. C., so far
most
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from
those
Practised
in
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and •OPM's industrial
oung, city; Mrs. Coleman BucMirrs and family, and attending
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peacetime
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most
of
experts
-all
aimed
toward
the
maMrs.- Ada gossip. 'The ground in vary dry
hanan, Route 3, Mursay.
Coldwater Juniors -ere- learning' their workers must *aye at least
So let us do our part toward main- Turner is somewhat
joe goal.' That goal is to match the Nancy Hall Jubilee 'at Paris,
sorrowful.
Tenn.
here and we need showers bardly. to knits and are at work filling some training for the new ma- men with jobs, to contribute
taming a better physical fitness by
to
the
Twelve hundred feet of terraces Mrs. Ssther Smith of Coldwater
Sunday was Homecoming Day at
I hear there are being some their' Christmas boxes. Our boxes chines of defense.
eating good foods -rich in vitamins
defense effort by increasing the
were built during the month on
Invited her near relatives to a changes made in. the Buchanan will go to England in larger quanBird's
Creek
Baptist
Church.
It
and properly cooketas
.
The need is for, re-training of effectiveness of manpower--and was attended by
well-prepared dinner last Sunday school faculty. Mr. Morgan, who tities than ever before. They will
a large crowd. A the farm -a R. B. CHOI. Todd
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woman-power-and to prevent any
list after church services. These was principal, and Mr. Kemp have be sent to Central end South men for defense, for the training
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"priority
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which
of
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workers to do
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thee
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oldest Baptist church in Henry enjoyed a fish try. •,
Gifts chines, working on harder
The a Nancy Hall Jubilee was at Murray by October 15
metals fense work has been placed.
Mrs. Arthur Zeta Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Langford and family have
The Federal government, having County.
held in Paris last ,week and I must be small, attractive. well- in most cases, but with the same
Vernon Nanny of cleave% County.
Mr. andliadrs. One Morris and moved to this community 'from
think everyone and his grandpa made and of unbseakable material. American mass-production meth- started the training program and
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Morgan and
family,
mierrnpanied by Mr. and Routin in the area ',here the Barsubsidized its operations, is anxiwas present.
ods.
Rachel, Coldwater. While there,
Mrs. Terry Morris, Mr. and Mrs. rage Balloon eases is -be-inti conoos
and
-willing
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promote
and
Mr. and Mrs. David Hutson and
The efficient factories, which
'Jennings - Turner, garageman and
adapt- traittiftg to any special sit- FL L. Wimberly of Springville. Mr, structed, • •
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and Mrs. Rex Nichols and chilme-"Ole Eagle"--mounted his fine family, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas NesCorp. James Paul Wimberly of
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almost
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Gleason and Mr. and Mrs. Eulan ited his aunt,' Mrsa-Orie Morris,
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-pubMrs.
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Mr.
Conhome
and
rich
land,
are
the
obvious
sources
Davidson of Paris, spent Sunday and tamtly.-Blue
of Kentucky
Yessireebob. I've crossed the Ohio
of "defense" labor, especially since lic-minded citizens of a • locality
River at Paducah in a steamboat, rad Hutson, Sunday. '
who are ready to devote their time
materials
the
defense
far
are
needs
N.
Arthur
or
_matter
..the.
lu
sanders
Tennessee River at Pine Blatt
_Miss Clitherine
Gean
iiticTIFieli efforts to the "mdbi)izain a MeV* boat:
- •rode to Paris, spent St.ffday night with -Mr..and Horhbuckle, Bankrupt-In Bank- restricting their output now.
tion of their schools; their civic
The
OPM's
Labor
Division
Tenn!, in • an-lizzy: . sailed over Mrs. David Hutson and family.
a
year
ruptcy-No. 3941.
groups, and their .10011 - activities
ego set up a Labor Supply cornA large crowd attended the singColdwater with Alvie Slaughter
SUPPLIES
To the creditors of Arthur N. mitee and a Labor Supply branch to the national 'effort to do somethree years ago in an airplane, ing convention held at Hazel, Sun•
Hornbuckle of Murray, -Kentuelry, M. meet this patricular problem, It thing for defense-and for their
then, too,. with Joe Clark in air- day.
Are you one of 'the --Many- who 'aria, occasional constipation and
-own people.
was
a
dual
job--to
aid
workers
to
plane at Murray August 31, 1941.
Mr. and Mrs. Ternes-Ray* and an the County of Calloway and
& FARM
The final article in this series, suffer from the symptoms Of Ma- associated biliousness.
prepare themselves and to insure
Once a yoke of 'young oxen ran daughter visited Mr. and Mrs. District aforesaid a bankrupt:
, defense plant employers against a "Our Economy Change-4s tells how laria? A popular magizine recentEvery bottle is sold on Mr. Nash's
HARDWARE
away thitched to a ground elide) Virgil Clayton and -family Sunnation
Notice is hereby given that on lack of labor force which would the _
- is tightening tas its belt ly said that four million persons money. back . guarantee. He says.
and demolished it, and threw me day.
•
defense rear/
wEtuff-eise
‘
r-of August; NB;the -er-Fppie-4heir--4asodoatiaa------____ 1
suffer-freer,
a double'"summer-genie!
Mr. and Mo. Lash Clayton visitThe OPM went to work .under
If you have Malaria- and It
Yes, nothing would do but that ed Mr. and Mrs. Mose. Clayton said Arthur N. Horneruckle' was
-Inoneiy„If3ftishs C &L doeSCLERK
VISITS
FRANKFORT
guidance
of
Associate
the
DirectorUr. and Mrs. Jeff Hughes of Murduty adjudicated a bankrupt, find General Sidney Hillman. on the
causing you to feel lazy, drone-satisfy. you. If after taking one
1897 Murray, Ky.
ray mount the motorcycle and go
Mrs. Mary Russell Williams. and down and out. If your color week, you are not fully satisfied,
Mr and' Mrs. Rudy Alton and that the first meeting of his credit- theory that it should operate
hiking dewn Hiehay 521 thtther children, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Alors will be held at office of T. W. through existing agencies. Fedeitt -county court clerk, left Tuesday is poor because of,this disease and go to my dealer and get your
for
Frankfort
ton and son were Sunday afteraccompanied by
Crawford, Murray. Kentucky, on state and local. 'The activities of
noon callers of Mrs. Bettie AltdIF
Boody Rummell where she will it is causing you to feel achy, money back."
1st day of October 1941, at ten the local vocational schools were
the
TAKE ONLY AS DIRECTED in
make her tax certification to the stretchy, and generally no good,
and Sylvia.
o'clock A. M. at which time the aimed directly at national defense
State Department of Reeenue.
'Mr. and Mrs. Gaston Bucy were
why not try Nash's. Many thou- the package. Price fifty cents.
said creditors may attend, prove training through the U. S. Office
Sunday afternoon callers of Mr. their claims, appoint a
sands of bottles are used each year
Featured by WALLIS DRUG
trustee, ex- of Education, and Congress generand Mrs. Henry Morris
Read the classified column.
BANK OF MURRAY BLDG.
PHONE 494-J
for relief of the symptoms of Ma- STORE.
amine the bankrupt, and transact ousy provided fur expansion of
adv
-"Brownie
such other business as may propMurray. Kentucky
erly come before said meeting.
This the 18th day of September,
1941.
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Referee in Bankruptcy
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Buchanan Route 1

In Bankruptcy
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PLUMBING
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CHILLS

-BUILDING

A. B. Beale & Son
kit.

CHOLSON REALTY COMPANY

Junior
• Red Cross
N

SALES AND RENTALS
Farms and City Property
FARM LOANS • CITY LOANS
Quick Service
•••••

.MURRAI
ONE NIGHT ONLY
PHILLIPS LOT
4th & POPLAR STS.

Here comes"Old hiithef.u/.

WHY SUFFER?.

Schools enrolled to date are:
Murray
City School, Training.
School, Center Ridge, Cherry, ColdWhy suffer the pain and discomwater, Dexter, Independence. Pot- fort of PILES and RECTAL IRRItertown, Utterback. Shady Hill, and
TATIONS accompanying HEMORfifth and sixth grades at New ConRHOIDS? Get prompt satisfying re'•
cord,
•
Representatives from these lief from GUARANTEED NASH'S
sehonts will meet Saturday. Sep- HIM-AID OINTMENT. Get your
tember 27. at, 10 o'clock on the tube today and try this wonderful
second floor of the Courthouse to
organize a Junior Red Crofts Coun- new preparation. WALLIS DRUG
adv
ty Cisincil
Fle :lire ta send one STORE.
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With the things you've always liked—

and 15 new ones tot,

Statewide interest

•

CHAS.C OW ER
PRESENTS

Why Blame Beer?

ILAS
GREE
N
• 67@on
W ORLEA

Occasionally, beer is blamed for unwholesome
conditions, anti-social practices or other abuses
in a handful of law-breaking taverns.

THImic.An witil

eVNOOM3We
7WE NEW

Such blame is entirely unwarranted. Prominent

tin

PR, 1.•,:e',mu- MOTORS' 01A-111tTAPISCI

eShreshAND

authorities—physicians, psychiatrists, dieticians

and others—have definitely said that beer is
a wholesome and Taathfut beverage, a true
beverage of moderation.

ALL NEW THI; YEAR

ig,entudcy's legalized beer industry is determined
t r's good name=determined,
_ .to -protect bee
therefore,that beer should be sold in Kentucky
only under dean,wholesome conditions in law-

LARGEST AND BEST
COLORED SHOW ENTQUO.

• -RIGGER BET'TER THAN EVER!
ALWAYS A GOOD, _CLEAN SHOW

• ontia
19
nhat
u fed
a.
getdh;
0
fo%ge
r .2
esen f
of
lever has
in
•New Unist
ies by Fisher •
( and oil economy has not been
equal in
ality -even exceed in
sa
beau
Sc of wtyprevious Ppntiacs.
•Front wheel brakes have been in-'
istons and all vital engine parts creased in size.
•ONLY 1123 MORE POR AN EIGI11' IN A,.y MODEL!

•

abiding places.

'You can help us, if you will, by patronizing
only reputable beer retailers; and by reporting
any disorderly outlets to this Committee.

NEVER SO GOOD AS IsIOW,

-

Neu rerrainlined Sedan cave an Powtiac'i lowestierired tine.

'THE SHOW,l'OU ALL KNOW'
T AND ONLY TENT THEATRE
USING FLOURESCENT LIGHTS!

•$4.1

PRICES
Adults 50c
Children 25c
(recems STATE AND DEFENSE TAXES)

IENTUCKY BREWERS & BEER
'f-..•:".-471ISTRIIIUT011$ COMMITTEE
-PR ANEE.DAtIGHERTY.Stole Director

All11411110101111111111111

Proud To Be Doing Our Part

•

SURPRISINGLY AIWAN,
4D Coupe in the lower-priced series:
OPP, astyle and luxury.the neW {4 New.features are alany. And in -Pontiac Sixes or Eights for 6 every instance, they represent actual
t'942 today-come sweeping into the "
'
:1 improvement resulting from progaisotiiakt---tetre shin gty new in--s seas irsdesign. We invite you to come' •
-sppearance, but still the same, fine. in now to give these new Pontiac,'
/faithful Pbntiacs in time-tried quality. your most thorough and critical inTwo ,aeries of new Poetises in- s-metion. You will find Poartiae--4------ chide ten: widely varied models-, today, more almsgiver, the File Car
among them a streamlined Sedan
with the Lose Price!

manufacture of these canPontiac is doing its part
non. Thousands of craftstor National Ikfense be
building a new type of men Ilawe heeti trained for
rapid-ire cannon fur the, she highly technical maUnited States Navy. Two . chines. This means build. log fewer cars-hut Pena
plants, emeting 424,1
esquare feet of.ice* space; tiac places defense work •
have been's:teemed -to-the seheed-of everything else;

1 152 Starks Building. I',WIWI,.

••••• 1 ••

-P
. RYOR MOTOR CO.
206 EAST MAIN STREET w

Plants/1ED IN cOoPFRAIION WITH THE UNITED BREWERS INDUSTRIAL FOUNDATION
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Keith, Mrs. Adolphus.. Lassiter and
children, Bettie and Linda, of Detroit, Mich., are tha guests of Mr.
Mr.:1nd Mrs. iiubert Hooper and
and Mrs. Norten Foster and famBy FREDERICK W. STAMM.
Mrs. Gennith Wisehart was the
children visited "Uncle Jun" HoopJess
finished
cutSmotherman
Members of the Senior class met
guest of her aunt. Mrs. Mary Mc- Economist and Director at Adult ting and
Kener and Miss Emma Sunday.
housing tobacco grown on ily and other relatives in
last Wednesday • to select-'their
Education. University of Louisville the D. B. Byars farm Friday.
Clure. Tuesday afternoon.
tucky.
Mr. an. Mrs. Charlie-W. ker:_and commencement invikatienathe
was
Mrs. Mary Wisehart
daughter! Delores, visit
Johnnie Byars of Palmersville.
The U. S. Bureau of Labor Sta- • Mx.:anel_Mrs. Willie Everett and
The - Sophomore and Junior girls
guest of Miss Annie Willis Tues- tistics has released some figures on daughter. Ople Sue, were business Tenn., who is 82 years of age and
Retlolph Key Sunday.
•
have lust completed a unit on
..afternoon.
day
an uncle of Ben Byars, has whoopMr. and Jdrse-. Charles, Morris "Child Carte.' in Home Economies
the cost of living which should in- visitors in Kentucky Saturday.
- Mr. and Mrs. Othel Paschall and ing cough and is in a serious condi. -Mr-and Mrs. Hatfield, Miss Per- terest eye_ryone... _ The .stir
were the guests of Mr. and Mrs_ class. :Each girl has made a child's_
on,
's
icncr-iceotu
Satur.TiFiald; were in Paris
rife Mae Simmons
Oche Morrie last week and'assisted garment' and a booklet on "ChM
tion.
which is used to measure- these
Belie were business visitors at costs is Called 'the market basket." day.
"Ite Morris in_tarzu work. •
Our sympathy goes out to the
C.srii" which thej• displayed fast
after- This -"market basket" contains food - Norton Foster baled hay for HolTuesday
store
v
Todd
jack- iffir;ker and Tuesday. itSeveral of the girls -are
bereaved family of J. H. Churchill
Mr. and
lin
and
Saturday.
Jimmie
Jones
noon.
weekly
purchased
items Whichnire
Mr. and Mew Charles Morris were planning to -eellts4-lheir• project in
because of th,e death of Mr.
Mrs. Charlie Jones of Paris,
Mrs. Wiley Young and daughter, by the average American housewief
the guests of - Mr.. and Mrs. Ben the 'County Fair. In connection
Churchill last Thursday. We know
in
Tenn.,
called
of
the
homes
Mrs.
of
pounds
three
of:
up
matte
were
is
and
Concord
New
of
Ruth
Miss
Byars Thursday night.
this good ' man will be greatly
with their unit of work the Home
Tuesday afternoon callers of her round steak: two pounds of baton; Lewis Cosby and Mrs. Odle Mor- missed 'In the home, by his church
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Evetts and Econontics class entertained the
ris, Wednesday.. •
of
pound
one
milk.
of
and
quart
one
Itstchell
Elnius
Mrssister.
and by all whom had the pleasure '-'
children. Far. • Paul and- -Ogle first -grade. stisdkuu-s with_ a party
Naualan
,narrates Amen Sam
'
'mauve:- mai ptin tA *tto 000
par. likOenel1 ot liacedonia.
to /mow him.—Golden Lock.
See were, thr. feeek-end jmersta;of lagt• Irriany.' The children were
uitfhrrt
71.teseihr
s.
fright
,
afterhwa!
Mrs. Aylon McClure and daugh- dozen eggs: one loaf of bread; one
Mrs Evens father. Mentie Wicker• assembled in the gymnasium where
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Morris
of
pounds
ter were Monday guests of her peck of potatoes; three
_a wide variety of games were, conand fas1ir.cabbage: one dozen oranges; one were the guests of Mr. and
parents. Mr. and Mrs. ess Dick.
ducted. The little-guests were then
Morris and family
Mr. and Mrs Preston -• Evetts
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Simmons can each of corn, peas, and tom*- Odies
ushered to thecafeteria where _reand ,aserated---in
were the week-end ittersit-at. -five—petindo.--ef- snag
*-siasiOsies.ollserdie Mear—and
"
e
"
-44411
r
.
14444
41a-iii
house work.
EVelta.
e
annliFts.-PLITzs
OAK,
4.5
ref disgeinfort
POISON
"Uncle Jeff" Stubblefield and Bat- one pound of coffee.
setwieWiate and apples
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Wicker.
. ECZEKKA._PErelilr Heat, Sedb•rs, Iteband 'Mrs Clerfis Wilson were served.
Mr
ten Lewis. were in MurFif Friday
It is interesting to note how the
bite.,
lag Aildffrhigger
•
and
Mrs.
Charles
Morris were the
were the dinner guests of Mr and
morning.
Scalp ler Jerlay Itch, Tired Sweaty
cost of this "market basket" has
Mrs. Doherty, our -hane
Hesse' Brown end fluctuated. In 1929 it cost $6.21 guests of Mr. and Mrs. D. B. reit A reeling, seedling 1•11•ri. Gel
Mrs.
Mrs. Talbert Story Sunday.
•
and
Mr.
nomics teacher. Was a business
children, Misses Perie Mae and to buy these artices. In 1933 prices Byars and daughter, Inez, MUM
Mr. and Um. Glenn Edwin Pas- visitor. in Paducah last Thursday.
Lucille Simmons and /fatten. Lewis were at their lowest level, and day night.
__-••
chall. Mr and Mrs Oman Paschillt
composed-ot
teem,
Our judging
Othel Paschall'.1Sedsbeel cutting.
were, in Murray Saturday after- you Could have purchased all these
-mere_ the guests of Mr and Mrs. Three senior boys. Brent Manning.
noon.
items for 93.28. On August 12 of and housing his tobacco Friday.
hrfus Paschall Sunday atternoelts. James Thomas Stark and James
Oche Morris baled hat Friday.
Kentucky Belle. Mrs. Mary Wise. this -tear it would have cost Mrs.
y Catherine Wicker wuthe Rogers,.tied for ibircr In the_5tate
Mr. and Mrs. Norton Foster and
rt. Mrs. Genneth Wisehart, Mrs. Average American $4.85 to' fill the
lvrys -wess ,Spahn
effreleJudging -Contest. where 91 schools
- Vivien Leigh and Laurence Ltivier enact a stirring Charlie Williams. Mrs. Pauline basket. Since that date, prices children. Joe and Fay, attended
Miss Eunice Orr Saturday after- were represented. Om school is
and son, E. have risers mare, anclit_would cost the Jubilee at. Paris Friday._ _
lenrita'a "That Hamilton Woman" Gipson. J, C, Simmons
H.. Eunice, J. C. and Johnnie Wil- around $4.90. It should be interestMrs. One Key, Mrs. Hester
Mr. and Mrs. Sack Wicker, and
Several ooys in our school have which is stated for its premiere at the Varsity Theatve on liams, Hubert Dick. Clyde Mitchell, ing to see what this -market bass
Brown and daughter, Glenda Jane
3Inetvetts were the guests of Mr&
joined the Boy Scout organization Sunday and Monday.
Miss
and
Grubbs
and
Bobbie
grocer
year
Misses
at
ket" would cost
Wkerer's parents. Mr. and Mrs.
were visitots of Mrs. D. B. Byars
ruler the leaderstWMutMary --Hilebell were among those butcher and cheek it with the na- and Inez. Friday.
Odia-licirrer 'Saturclami
masters -Fred Pogue •and. Kenton
Saturday
Toddville
at
shopping.
average.
tional
Mr. and Mrs. Ma nzy Paschall
Mrs. L. Ne Cosby visited Mrs. Miller. Wee boys -are.enpriag
aside for a "Guess Who Corner."
afternoon.
of baby
were the guests or Mr. and Mrs. Accurately and Carefully • Odle Morris Saturday afternoon.
variants This section is composed
into the
thusiastically
Puckett, Mr. and Mrs. Talmage One Key and Ron, Lowell,
Onie
ehrisman
and
Luck
of
Charlie
Monday
.Wier assisted Delrnus
the
_ at AWL _umiak&
'
Compounded of Purest
Detroit arrived iterir--Saturday 'Ytt Puckett D. B. Byars, D. B. Byars, everting._ •
-Parehall steeTh—liky Saturday after-antazi,
first grar*
Bro. Lax waer.a-isleat•
Mrs.
Bonnie
Byars,
and
Jones
Inez
Waifs
folitiliround
home
with
visit
HOt
noon.—Bufmning ild
Four new students were enrolled
y.
our chapel program last -Tft
and
son-in-law, Mr. Morrison,
_
donna.Members of the farulta_and 'stu- in our school last Monday. They
_coianwvial fertilizer considered Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Simmons Mrs. J. C. Paschall, Mr. and Mrs.
nataLaitninage.-Tagetas dent bady,--as well is it ntunber
Juanita Underti
- I iorTes.
were ,lerite
and Mrs. Terry
Cosby
Lewis
bean worled out for the whole visitors orajoyed Bro.-Ultra adtbeat wood, Ernest Underwood and Bet- best for trees contains about 10 and children. Pernie Mae, Lucille
•
Smotherrnan.
1r of Dan Hacker. Owsley Coun- very meek.- Our county augmadn- ty Underwood. We -welcome
nitrogen. 6 per cent phos- and E_ a Williams, Marvin Thorn
cent
.per
t
and Batten Lewis spent Sunday
Mrs. Charles Morris and Martha
tendent. Mr. T. C.-Arnett and new students and wish for them phoric acid and 4 per cent potash.
n
Well-rotted manure and high-grade night with Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Nell Morris was the 'guest of Mrs.
- akteeessful year.
-unite- *Meer. -Whim 1-Leon Grogan. ti
are the two Clark and Mr. and Mrs. Mowden W. F. Kurkendall Saturday afteralso present for the occasion. We
Leon Tinsley was a visitor in our Commercial fertilizer
and daughter of Lynn Grove. noon.
ADMISSION-10c and 16c
-were glad to have these visitors school last Wednesday. At chapel principal materials used in feeding Ford
Mr and Mrs. Ortie McClure and
Miss- Jessie Catherine Miller has
and -Cordially irivite others to visit program he gave an interesting trees.
McAylon
daughters. Mr. and Mrs.
.
our school.
discussion of his life at sea and
If tobacco is drying too rapidly, Clure and daughters. Mr. and Mrs. returned her home following an
The.-fourth and- Attla--grades:
The interesting places he has the barn should be closed tight to Genneth Wisehart were the guests extended visitin in Detroit.
Hugh Walton Foster baled hay
studying the Southland. They have visited.
Leon has achieved the retain the moisture given off by of Mr. and Mrs. Pete Wisehart.
for Jimmie and Hollon Jones Satread of the rich' farming section :naval rank of honor man and first the tobacco. In extreme cases, it
Sunday.
plantation& class -seaman. We feel that this is helpful to sprinkle the floor of
old .. southern
urday.
arid
We were indeed sorry to learn
•
Souvenirs of New Orleans and -honor is a credit to Lynn GGrove the _barn at night. to bring the
Charles Morris, Talmage PuckColeman
Sam
Mr,
of
.
death
the
of
Baton Rouge have- been display
A Complete Service
*hoot, which he attended as few tobacco in irean
- — of near-Prateirience- who died Fri- ett. J. P. Wicker. Lewis Cosby, D.
ha
and lectures. of Louisiana
fears ago.
In storing squashes, eushaws and day evening. September 19. He B. Byars. and Frank Kurkendall
On Any Type
been enjoyed.. To complete the
The esniors wish to congratulate sweetpotatoes, a temperature of was 85 years of age. Interment assisted Odie and Doyce Morris
a
finishing
tbef'are
stpdy
of
unit
Refrigerator
Mrs. Merril Mamie, who about 50 degrees and eontolied was in the- Coleman Graveyard harvest hay last week.
freize on the Sonth—depieting fife
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A lovely speech was made by children. Nelson and Anna Jane. " Mrs. Lean Roberts,
' Pool: Mrs. Calista B. Jones, Mrs. C.
session where they will make ti
business
the
over
sided
Guy Lovins acted as toast- Mrs. Young and following the close
H. J. Roseanus. Mrs. Ruby Wells,
and- the devotional was led by
Mr. and Mrs. Loren c•I
master and welcomed The guests. of the meeting, delightful refreshand' Mrs. Price
Mrs. H. C.. Corn.
last Friday for Put-In-I
visitors
the
to
were
served
ments
CarBernice
Dyer.
Ruby
Misses
Mrs. A. R. Austin gave a report where Mr. Putnam will
menasers shts,sagra._ _Conn
—
axoogb
-C
--"Thes-Book sof. -Womere5
-iiia14--hli "decttir's degree'
`
School girls and Misses Dorothy Jones, chairman of the rates
Life of Eunice." Mrs. fleeter search work for the corn
The
ment
committee.
Sue Smith. Inell McDaniel and
of
Mrs. W. Harmon Ross a
Mr. aod Mrs. Loren Adams of Hart talked most interestingly
Doris Culver, Almo High School
her recent vacation trip to points ter, Ada Sue, joined Mrs
were
hosts
Friday
Mayfield
eventhree
delicious
a
girls, served
Byrd and children. Joh'
ing at their horne in Mayfield to of interest in the east.
CUUI'SC dinner to the forty-seven
A dainty party plate was served Marie. of Belcoure N. Da
a group otsfriends -from Murray.
.
Husbene in Murray are due for guests present.
A delectable out-door supper was to the eighteen members and two ton last Week for a visit
a break, because "galoping breakspeeches were
Brief infOrmal
Vera L Byrd.
served, and the evening hours visitors present.
an the
fa" are in vogue.
Arnett
Mr.
Lassiter,
Mr.,
Mr. and Mrs. H. H 2%
were spent informally.
curl made by
wife takes her hair
Marilyn, of Fli
daughter.
and Dr A_ J. Outland after which
of
the
Department
The
Home
in
Included
were
the
hospitality
papers early in the
attended the funeral
all participated in clever stunts. Woman's Club•held the first meetr
pea
and
Messrs.
Fred
Mesdames
gi-oo
well
presents a
Churchill last Friday.
The program was concluded with ing of the new club year on
the
Gingles. F. D. Mellen, W. J. Gibslice to her husband a
Mrs. John M. Byrd and
song led by Mr. Lee Donelsoo. Thursday afternoon at the club
son,
know a
Wear,
Elliott
Fulton
Marvin
breakfast table, you ma
Prentice
Those present were
Sewing of Belcourt. No, Dak., A
Hardin _ Junior
The
house with a large attendance. and T. W. Crawford.
there is "something brewing".
Arneit,
C.
T.
Mrs.
Lassiter. Mr. and
••• ••
Circle was entertained with a Thompson and daughter.
The Garden Club is sponsoring a Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch. Mrs. Carlisle Cutchin, chairman.
party by Miss Janet Scoggins at Ann. of Peoria. III., visit
series of breakfasts. atvi when the Mr. and Mrs. Lee' Donelson, Mr. presided over routine business and
the home of Mrs. H. Warren last home of Mt. and Mrs Wrr
housewives of Murray are called and Mrs- Jim Hart. Mr. and Mrs. welcomed nevi-Members.
week Games were played and Ross last week. They ,
was
program
An
interesting
the
in
early
for Unexpectedly
Scudder Galloway. Gardie Lassiter, given on Club arouse Objectives
prizes -is-are awarded to Misses guests of William B. Byr
as
just
attend
rriust
they
.morning
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Grogan, Dr. and
Jean Hicks and Margaret Padgett. attending MSTC.
they are. Several having had _to 111/111. A. J. Outland. Miss Virginia. as follows:
The, Music Club opened the
Herman Marshall, of ;
served to
Refreshments were
a.. Finance, Mrs. N. P. Hutson. year'A program with a covered
appear on thrs-sseene • at' the Irvan, Mr. and Mrs:- Buford Hurt.
Jean visited his parents. Mr.
bliss
Scoggins,
Janet
Mish
b.
Mrs.
and
House
Grounds,
dish buffet supper Tuesday even- Hicks. Miss Mary Kathryn Cavett,
Woman's Club house at previous Mr. and Mrs. Milton Walston. Miss
E. A. Tucker.
ing at the home of. the chairman. WWI Betty Jean Blacks Mime Mar- A
breakfasts in curl papers, house- Irene Brandun. Mr.- .and
_
"(
-H.
W1
a
Activities,
Social
housethe
Mrs. W. H. Fox. Hostesses for t
-coats and evert- less.Scott McNabb, Mrs. Urban Webb, Jones,
tha -Miller, Miss LaVora Holland,
occasion were Miss Frances Sexwives of Murray are determined Miss Mary Elizabeth -Hobson. Tass
A delightful social hour follow- ton. Miss Mildred Beale and Miss Miss Martha Nell Lee, MISS Evelyn
not to be .caught unprepared for Hobson, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Loving.
McDonald, M Ise Willie Jo Cavett,
the next surprise. So this ac- Mr. and Mr4 Raymond Story and ed during which refreshments Lula Clayton Beale.
Miss Wanda Holland. Miss Ranell
were served by the hostesses, Mrs.
Clark. Miss J.
(-dents for the extra grooming in daughter. Martha
Padgett.
e delectable supper Miller, Miss Margaret
Mack Jenkins. Mrs. Carlisle -.Following
the mornings which brings sforth Charlotte -Owen, Mrs. Coy Rye,
short
a
conducted
the
chairman
Miss Mildred Miller and Miss.Betthe compliments from the bus- Mrs, Oscar Street. Miss Myrtle Cutchin. Mrs. E, B. Ludwick. Mrs. business session, and introduced ty Lou Cornwell.
and Mrs. J. D. SexC.
bandle
• • .• • •
Chapman. Mis, Telotii• McDougal
the new member&
on,
Proceeds from the breakfasts go Miss Ruby Dyer. Miss Bernice
was
The
following program
to the club huu.se fund.
Miss
Colson,
Nell
Carraway. Miss
given:
••• • •
Doris Culver, Miss Dorothy Sue
Cello solo. "Andante" by Daniel
Smith. Allis Inell McDaniel. Harold
Van Goens, Miss Marlon Beers.
Young and Billie Nat Galloway.
Mrs. A. It. Kopperud had guests
•••••
Trio, "Song of Spring" by Max
The Mothers Club. of the' Train- Bruch, ;Mrs. W. H. Fox, violin: for bridge Saturday afternoon coning School wishes to express its Miss Marjorie Palmquist, clarinet; tinuing a series of parties sha_is
,Mrs. Ira Morgan, who leaves
having.
thanks to those who contributed Miss 'Lillian Watters, piano.
make
to
Louisville
• -next week for
The high score prize was awardso generously to the canning proAlone"
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her home. was
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_ the summer 2 400 quarts of food
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Whitnel,
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nary, and accessories— ....
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Boggess. exchanged wedding vows who contributed food to be canned nor Gatlin with Miss Lillian Wat- Mrs. George E. griverby, Mrs. Ed
Stewart and
• S.
The honoree was presented a with Mr. Hubert Donelson. son of and the following Boy Scouts for
Roy
Mrs.
Frank
Kirk,
at the piano.
lovoly going assess gift train the Mr.' and Mrs. Eck' Donelson, in. their services in collecting empty ters
Hendon.
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Charleit-Wn. Mo. with Rev. Charles jars: Joe Earl Robin:son, Dickie club members and two visitors.
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Refreshments were served by
• Coca-Cola party at her home in
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the
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There were about 20 young girls
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It PER 'WORD. Terms, cash in advance for each insertion. Minimum charge, 25c. An additional accounting charge of 10c will be made on all classified ads not paid for before 10 a. m. of day of issue

For Sale

for-Rent

Wanted

For Sale

FOR RENT: Fnrnistsed apartment. HELM'S REDUCED SUMMER
steam heat, electrically equipped . PRICES. Heavies $6.45 up. OfficTalMrs. J. D. Rowlett. 711W. Main, ly pullortun tested. Government
phone 157W.
S25-02-9-c approved. Our champion hen laid
175 points past 181 days. Hatching
rOlto-NENT: _Rear room_
all year, Helpful bulletins. Helm's
3,,Atily1--7311r44
t:
".•ElsAcnery. Paducah...Ky.. .
WilerVf
an =NV 2-room furnished
partrnent . Conveniently located. FOR SALE: Snip buckets. See me
52302.0 at Hotel _Freeman, I have 50 or ge
503s poplar,phone 315.
-4-new buckets. ge -each while -they
Sty
FOR KENT totAiefti/Itett 3-yerons last. E. L.'tfverny.
aPartnlent- lansing room, bedroom.
'kitchen and bath. Joe B. Smith, So.
R SALE: 1934 Chevrolet Sedan
^
ltp at a bargain. W. E. Blakely. Almo.
ltp
TOR RENT: Tenent_with teirn, tools , Xy.
and feed to operate farm'in 1042.
Near Boatwright on Blood River. FOR -SALE: 80-acre farm, sowed
W.
Gibson, Midler Ky., phOne down 2 years, 20 acres good tim21T7R.
Itp ber on gravel road scbool bus.
splendid neighborhood 3 miles of
FOR RENT: 7-room house unfurn"4." in care of the
W
ished. REA electricits IMAM.and
lip
_
•
good oatbuildings. Located-3 miles
s North
Murray on Benton high- FOR SALE: 45-acre farm. 3-room
way. Dewey LampCns, Phone house, good well. god orchard and
acres in timber.
_
lie .outhuildiags.
Located near Five Points on Rout*
Hughes.
Adm. of W.
121. S.F. P.
Itelsotr.
......1-.11ughaa__Ystana...Routs_ 2Farni•I
--eNeee. Pleamet-719telmelniTS
-31Szllto

PHONE 55

FOR SALE: One used hay baler, WANT TO BUY: Used cash regisprice $45. One used No 6 Mc- ters. adding machines and typeCormick -Deering mower. $17.50. writers. Kirk A. Pool. phone 20.
These machines are priced to sell.
if-c
Sexton-Douglass Hdave Co.', lie'
WANTED Woman to do house
fnr Small' family, no chilis 'Write •Ti" in' cal',
t'4L11.in stone's- threw et high Ledger & Times.
S
-hip
school. Price most ressimable. C.
phone
Ite WANTED: Lady, middle age, to-help
C.

Tee

yields. "Polly seated around
f
to,rtnli8
d yfaie
ridd.
a topp
oilaly
ce t) 'ball
on his
mist -brilliant run of the game,
dug his Way for 25 yards and the
ball rested on the 15, Buchanan
picked up 8 through the center:
Williams made it a first down on
the 3-yard stripe but i pushing
penalty was called against Murray
which pushed the Tigers back 15
yards. The quarter ended with
the ball on the 19-yard line, second
down and goal to go.
' .
The second frariaetir1Tth

own 32-yard line. Five plays later
Ferrara scored- his third touchdown on a dash netting 24 yards,
Speth again kicked the extra point
to make the score read 34-0.
"Later in the same period Levandoski -took the pigskin on a reverse and raced to pay dirt 48
yards away. For the first time
Murray missed the, extra point,
Johnson's (in for Speth) kick was
•
wide.
Two plays after the opening of
the fourth period the 'Breds scored
their final marker. It was Sasser& on an z•teen. yea& deals arouse
the ball 14 yards into the hands end. •Tucker. in fur Haines. kickof Billy Saunders; Buchanan gal- ed the extra point to complete the
loped around his own right end Thoroughbreds' mach of tenth-

as well as caddy.
Mr. Hurt is able to attend classel
again.
Well, everybody seems to be
passing this corner. now that folkS
are clearing for the darn and
so dusty we're in a fog. Do wish
that black top could come on
from New Hope.
_Don't have time think so will
give up.-Chatterbox.
_
: "Gas" need to be a nickname for
loose lain, end there_is_nO_SIY tO
ration It

Living From The
Farm
By RACHEL ROWLAND,
Home Demonstration Agent

School lunches! Is It a chore for
you to plan foods that are nutritious
and attractive, something that will
cause the children to open their
lunch boxes eagerly? The school
lunch should mean a great deal
more than merely keeping the children, from getting hungry during
the day. When you realize how
hurried breakfast usually is and
how much energy, the normal child
Everybody in a small tow
uses up in a day, lunch becomes
you are
bripeseene.leilseel About one-third you classified, whether
of the total foods needed during thetdraft or not.
the day abeneld be included in the

Na

M/
Wi
Pr

in

affrt
tiob
of c
ed Is
came
6p

44444144.4444alentstritiourionetronakes
re.' Write L. E. Williams. 314 vbrted and the score stood Murray
OPPORTururrumS
Near the end of' the game, Cap- feel satisfied during the afternoon
Ky. Ave., Paducah.
23-2-9-18pd 13,
0.
• FOR SALE! •
tain Art Hendren. whose beauti- and helps to keep him from being
to
kee
restless,
sleepy
and
unable
Gleason took the kickoff back to ful passes had gained the most
HOUSEKEEPER WANTED: For
Haw
yea Pisani of tiw.mf An Op0OrtunNY
his
Mind
on
his
studies.
the
30-yard
faded
line.
Wildcats,
Brawner lost a yardage for the
Tarns, to earn that name, must hare: adeFOR, SALE: Circulating heater. particulars write Post Office Box yard on an attempted line plunge; back and threw 1 29-yard toss
lunch
should
Ideally
the
school
413,
Murray.
Ky.
ltc
quate,
sound, well.painted I:windings;
heater,
double bed.
bath room oil'
aladdox's pass to Taylor was in- to Downs in the end zone to smash have at least one hot dish. Somepreyed 30Il MO good dramas.; expertly
refrigerator and Easiest Way oil
tercepted by Starks on the 35. Murray's hopes for a shutout. Hen- times this is impossible. A satisfacPlanned crop rotation, and it must Ps
cook stove 'Phone 391.
1 tc
you're
prIC*4*.
Starks was tackled for a 3-yard dren also plepo,.8.1ckst4,...the_pxtra tory cold lunch includes sandwiches
interested in the purchase
lose: Hamrick fought his way back point.
,
which are tasty, moist and varied
6 write or call farm,
ORDERED S0 L D! RECLAIMED,
of
a
for 3 yards to make it third and
Culver-Stockton was outplayed from day to day: something raw
FARIS, Jr.
C.
SPINET PIANO Concern financ- UNEX ECTED CHANGE makes a- 10; BUchanan's pass, intended for
...on every hand. They could garner and crisp, such as carrot, celery or
!,„„kiletropold an Lit, Insura
ing piano accoopts. has just repos7 vaileble
Rawleigh Route--in Outland.-fell incomplete. Buchanan only seven first downs against the turnip sticks, shredded cabbage, let50* North Sixth Street
sessed latest' model, like new. 88 Trigg County. A good business se- kicked to the 1-yarci- line where
Mailloid. Kentucky
tuce. pears or apples; a simple desnote Cinderella Spinet Piano. cured in this district for several Brawner was stopped in his tracks. 15 made by the-Thoroughbreds. sert
cake,
cookies,
such
as
sponge
with
tilt
non-conference
This
BROKERS COOPMATiON WELCOMED
Standard make, fully guaranteed. years. Exceptional opportunity for
Maddox dashed brilliantly around Culver-Stockton marked the first fresh or cooked fruit, custards,
As considerable has been paid, we right. man. See ' Marion Bennett, his own right end for 12 yards
and football game between the two puddings or gelatin. Milk should alwould like to liquidate this ac- Ilsley, Ky, or write Rawleigh's. a first down on the
28; both teams schools although they have met ways be included in the school
count in a very short time. If you Dept. KYI-181-201A, Freeport.
lunch. It may be carried in a regwere offsides: Brawner's attempt before on the basketball floor.
_Van finish -this_•:account -an •14-54
thrOugh the -135/4-w1ine nattier
one ulation milksbottle, thermos bottle
l(urray's next game
per month,- write Box-"Ree of
yards! Blalock and Ogden. foe of the hardest games on the sched- or in any jar with a tight fitting lid.
paper mitl-we wilt-tell-you
Often the lunch is, poorly selectMurray. stopped Sawyer for no ule.
They meet Eastern- • State
ree
thee
• rate :narAiic_
wnere
to
_
•
selin---Maddint punted-to Murray'
Getriber ed-and hurriedly- prepared beca
-tnetieaneatfiens-11-711111titalffaint,0001--S-ALET- -A.
•
•
plans were made ahead of time
no
•
ad 1tetrner..oheap Reason for sellPOULTRYMEN ATTENTION: If 35.
and there was no time to assemble
- --' ` Ina. installing furnace. Vrs. W. -P. 111.AIT6S: We, have just received a you have an outstanding flock
Starting lineups'-'
Following Gleason's run back,
necessary to make it
fine shipment of new Baldwin Ac- and desire tossell hatching earn- -Buchanan was stopped for a yard Mussy
Roberta. 800 Olive StrAlt,Pee. .04leekten the thingsand nutritious.
LIZ= IAEUTS, SALVE.110SL MOPS
tfLc rosonic Pianos. Prices are reason- write HELM'S HATCHERY. Padu- loss; Starks hit the line for 4 Salmons
" Stevens attractive
3643.
'LE
able Have finest Selectibn of used cah,-Ky Culling now, free, tlatch- yards; Gleason called time out and White ._
Drumm
LT.
FOR SALE: Scotty puppies, two pianos. McLaughlin 618 ing year around. SI1,18,25-02pd Castle Parker replaced Stone at
Creek
LG •
r
Concord
r1=11. ••••• •••••
each.
Also
one
wireold.
$S
months
25-2-bpd
Broadway. Paducah. •
1). Hendren
C
end for Murray; Buchanan threw Sanford
haired terrier, 7 montlis- old. litter
Scribbles
Church'
ROOM AND BOARD !see Mrs. a bullet pass to Starks who pushed Glover
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